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Key Coordinators 

Open Doors Youth Service   

www.opendoors.net.au 

Key Contact(s): Sally Morris [Coordinator] 

Cherry Waldron [Admin and Finance Worker]  

Sal Plunkett [Young & Proud Group Facilitator]  

Rocky Malone [Youth and Family Support Worker]  

Whitney Church [QUT Social Work Placement Student]  

 

Situated in Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, Open Doors Youth Service offers counselling and support 

services for young people [12 to 24 years] who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual and/or 

transgender (LGBT), or who have diverse genders and/or sexualities. In addition to this, Open 

Doors offers support to the families and care givers of young people.  As an organisation, Open 

Doors believe that all young people with diverse genders and/or sexualities should have the 

opportunity to fully experience and truly know pride for life. 

 

Griffith Centre for Cultural Research  

www.griffith.edu.au/ccr 

Key Contact: Dr. Jodie Taylor [Academic/Lecturer] 

 

Cultural Research is an interdisciplinary research centre. With members across humanities, 

creative arts and life sciences its central brief is to encourage greater collaboration between 

these areas, while articulating with contemporary debates in public culture and ideas. 

 

Queensland Association of Healthy Communities [QAHC]  

www.qahc.org.au 

Key Contact: Shane Garvey [Alcohol, Tobacco & Other Drugs Co-ordinator] 

 

The Queensland Association for Healthy Communities (QAHC) is an independent community 

based organisation. Originally the Queensland AIDS Council, the organisation was formed in 

1984 by a group of gay men in response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Queensland. From that 

time the Queensland AIDS Council grew to deliver HIV prevention programs, client services for 

people with HIV, peer support through Queensland Positive People and continue to provide a 

strong voice on HIV and health issues that face the Queer community. 
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Abstract 
 

The following report documents the processes, procedures and outcomes of 

Queeriosity 2010, a festival for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer and 

Intersex (LGBTIQ) and sexually and/or gender diverse young people under 25 years 

of age.  231 young people attended Queeriosity 2010 with contributions from over 

56 community volunteers and 14 community services, organisations and/or 

businesses, interactive workshops, and live performances were showcased including 

7 young LGBTQI performers. Overall, the event met objectives and aims, many 

beyond expectation. For those involved, Queeriosity 2010 highlighted, confirmed 

and validated the need for events of this kind, specifically designed to connect, 

engage and empower LGBTQI young people to take part in and construct community 

for them.  
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1. Event Overview 
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1.1. What was Queeriosity 2010? 

 
Queeriosity 2010, a community-based festival created by and for Lesbian, Gay, 

Bisexual, Transgender, Queer and Intersex (LGBTQI) young people, aged under 25 

was developed in collaboration with Open Doors Youth Service, Griffith University 

for Cultural Research and Queensland Association of Healthy Communities. 

Queeriosity 2010 was held on Sunday, April 18, 2010 at Visible Ink Youth Space, as 

part of National Youth Week. 

 

As a one-day, drug and alcohol-free festival, Queeriosity 2010 created a unique 

space for young LGBTQI people to experience LGBTQI culture and community, 

develop a sense of belonging and experience social connectedness, in a safe and 

supportive environment. Queeriosity 2010 provided opportunities for LGBTQI young 

people to access information, build connections with peers and engage directly with 

the broader LGBTQI community. In doing so, attendees were given a space to 

positively and publically represent themselves as young members of the community. 

 

Guided by the 

principles that 

underpin Open Doors 

Youth Service, 

Queeriosity 2010 was 

founded on the key 

notions of 

participation, access, 

equity and 

collaborative action. 

Through working first-hand with LGBTQI young people, all aspects of Queeriosity 

2010 were driven, directed and approved by the target group. In doing so, the event 

aimed to not only provide a space where young LGBTQI people could engage with 

each other, but also provide an environment where new forms of community could 

be constructed and formed. 
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Open Doors Youth Service has a long history of creating safe, accessible spaces 

specifically aimed at engaging LGBTQI young people, with Queeriosity being one of 

the most recent and successful to date. The following report documents the 

Queeriosity 2010 event, including the planning processes, setup and delivery, along 

with outcomes, feedback and recommendations for the future of Queeriosity and/or 

similar events. This report highlights the value, importance and need for specific 

community events and spaces for LGBTQI young people. This document will 

encourage, support and assist the creation of many more Queeriosities and events 

akin to it in the future. 
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1.2. Key objectives of event 

 

Though the original vision for Queeriosity 2010 evolved and expanded throughout 

the planning process, a number of overarching objectives guided the event. These 

objectives were outlined in one of the original proposal for the event, as drafted by 

Dr. Jodie Taylor:  

 

By ensuring that these objectives were clear, defined and established from the 

beginning, a sense of shared vision and purpose was created amongst the 

organisations, services and individuals involved. This assisted in the facilitation of 

group cohesion, responsibility and respect for the direction of the event and its 

ultimate outcomes. However, these objectives were deliberately broad in 

descriptions, so to ensure that the event remained continually adaptive to the ideas, 

views, needs and wants of LGBTQI young people, as identified by them. 

Objectives 

Queeriosity 2010 will aim to: 

 

• Provide young LGBTQI people with a safe and queer positive place to meet and socialise with the 

broader LGBTQI community in a drug and alcohol free environment. 

• Facilitate knowledge transfer, especially in terms of LGBTQI specific knowledges regarding safe 

sexual practice, drug and alcohol education and available outreach and support programs. 

• Promote healthy LGBTQI lifestyles. 

• Provide marginalised young people with the opportunity to become involved in the community 

through the organisation of the festival.  

• Encourage self-esteem building though creative activities and community participation.  

• Encourage a sense of leadership, achievement and belonging among LGBTQI young people. 

• Facilitate community cohesion across generations through mentorship, positive social 

engagements and collaborative project management and coordination. 

 

 To review this proposal in full, see Appendix A 
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1.3. Financial Contributors 

 

As a not-for-profit, entirely free community event, Queeriosity 2010 relied heavily on 

financial support from a number of different sources. Although the event was 

originally viewed on a much smaller scale, as additional financial supports became 

available the scope of the event was able to expand.  

 

The primary financial contributors to Queeriosity 2010: 

Queensland Government - National Youth Week Grant 

Open Doors Youth Service staff obtained funding from the Queensland Government 

as part of the National Youth Week 2010 Queensland Grants to the value of $1000. 

National Youth Week Queensland Grants are provided to projects that are created 

by and for young people in Queensland. For further information see 

www.youthweek.com  

Griffith Centre for Cultural Research 

Griffith Centre for Cultural Research provided $2500 of financial assistance to the 

Queeriosity 2010 event, as overseen by a member of their academic staff, Dr. Jodie 

Taylor. In addition to this, Griffith also allocated an additional $2500 if required. 

Open Doors Youth Service 

In addition to obtaining a National Youth Week Grant, Open Doors Youth Service 

provided funding for various aspects of the event, including printing and resource 

materials, professional security hire and staffing. 

Queensland Association of Health Communities [QAHC] 

QAHC provided financial assistance including the catering and advertising costs, and 

additional printing and marketing resource materials. 

 

For a complete overview of the Queeriosity 2010 Budget see Appendix B. 
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2. Planning Considerations and 

Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The creation, coordination and roll out of Queeriosity 2010 took over four 

months of intensive teamwork, with the initial vision of the festival 

formulating months prior to the planning process commencing. Without the 

commitment, motivation, hard-work, passion, vision, creativity and support 

of the Key Organisations, Coordinators, Open Doors young people, 

volunteers and the wider community, Queeriosity 2010 would not have 

been possible. These months of brainstorming, consultation, planning, 

assessment and reassessment resulted in an event that had far greater 

scope than was originally planned. 
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2.1. Selecting a venue 

 

An early challenge of Queeriosity 2010 was finding a suitable space to hold such an 

event with many factors considered. Visible Ink Youth Space situated in the heart of 

Fortitude Valley was chosen based on several factors:  

2.1.1. Locality and Accessibility 

 

It was anticipation that many of 

the young people attending would 

have some awareness of our 

association with Open Doors Youth 

Service. Taking this into account, it 

was reasonable to hold the event 

in the same suburb as the service, 

Fortitude Valley. In addition to this, 

Fortitude Valley is also a well-

known area in Brisbane’s CBD, 

easily accessible via public 

transport [train/bus] and, as a 

result, was expected to maximise 

attendance. 

 

It was also necessary to take into account the building design of the venue itself, 

along with the surrounding public roads, pathways and parking attendees and 

contributors would use to enter and exit the space. A key consideration was to 

ensure that all areas of the festival were accessible and inclusive to all attendees, 

regardless of physical abilities. As such, wheel chair accessibility, particularly in 

relation to bathrooms, was central when selecting a venue.  
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2.1.2. Cost 

 

Due to the budget it was necessary to remain cognisant of cost at all times. 

Research proved that venue hire within the Brisbane CBD can be costly, 

particularly when taking into account sound and lighting equipment. An 

additional challenge was the requirement of the space to be alcohol free. 

Many potential venues were only available at an affordable cost if money 

could be made on the bar; however this was not possible for Queeriosity 

2010. As such, community centres and public art spaces proved to be the 

most and, arguably, only affordable options.  

 

While the Visible Ink space had no sound or lighting equipment available for 

use, it did prove to have excellent natural lighting and, as a Brisbane City 

Council owned youth space, the hire of the venue was completely free of 

charge. 

 

2.1.3. Venue Size and Capacity 

 

As it was virtually impossible to predict the numbers of young people that 

would attend, judging the venue size requirements was difficult. Based on 

Facebook responses it was predicted that approximately 150-200 young 

people would attend; however with 50 to 60 volunteers also within the space 

at any given time it was necessary to have an adaptable space. As such, the 

space needed to not only fit predicted attendance numbers safely and 

securely, but also not be so spatially abundant that it would feel empty if 

attendance was low.  

 

2.1.4. General Space Safety 

 

The safety of every attendee and volunteer was paramount to all those 

involved in the organisation of Queeriosity 2010. Regarded as central to 
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maintaining this safety was ensuring that the space was easily contained and 

that all areas could be observed by the event supervisors, Open Doors staff 

and professional security, without the potential risk of attendees feeling as if 

they were being scrutinised.  

 

As a free community event, it was necessary to ensure the entry/exit points 

were manageable, to ensure that those entering the space were aware and 

respecting of the festivals purposes and safer spaces policy. This was 

particularly relevant to the Visible Ink venue as the main entrance is an open 

car park. Security fencing was installed by RentAFence [Brisbane], maximising 

security and minimise direct-street accessibility. This ensured one easily 

identifiable point of entry and exit.  

 

Furthermore, it was essential for the maintenance of safety that a thorough 

assessment and review of key entry/exit points and general venue design be 

undertaken [see Risk Assessment, Appendix C]. This process also required all 

organisers, volunteers and staff to be well informed of emergency 

procedures, evacuation processes and locations within the building and space 

prior to the festival commencing [See Supervisor Information Booklet, 

Appendix D]. 

2.1.5. Public visibility 

 

Visibility, both within the Visible Ink space and from the street, was a 

necessary point to consider. Given the likelihood of some, perhaps many, 

attendees not being openly ‘out’ in regard to their sexuality and/or gender 

identity, it was important to ensure that the festival would not be viewed as a 

public ‘outing’ risk for attendees. As Visible Ink is located on a one-way street 

off Brunswick Street with low-levels of public visibility, the venue’s locations 

was fairly low risk. In addition to this, green mesh was also installed over the 

security fencing by RentAFence to minimise visibility from the street and 

enhance privacy. 
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2.1.6. Relevance to target group 

 

As a community-based, completely free arts hub designed specifically for the 

use of young people, Visible Ink Youth Space met all criteria. With areas 

covered in graffiti artwork, vibrant furnishings and youth relevant 

information and resources, connecting young people to this space was not 

only valuable for Queeriosity 2010’s purposes, but provided an opportunity 

to raise awareness 

amongst attendees 

that such youth 

spaces exist 

specifically for their 

use. 
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2.2. Consultation Process 

Well-facilitated, frequent and transparent consultation processes between 

key coordinators, contributors and, most importantly, LGBTQI young people 

were crucial to the success of the event. Primarily, formal consultation 

processes were undertaken in the form of group meetings, scheduled at 

either Open Doors Youth Service or Visible Ink Youth Space. These meetings 

provided opportunities for group consultation, feedback and collective-

decision making. Although generally facilitated by key coordinators, the 

meetings were not controlled by any one particular person, but rather aimed 

at providing an open forum for all involved to share, build and strengthen 

their ideas and visions for the event as a team. 

2.2.1. Open Doors Queer Youth 

Committee  

A key objective was to ensure the 

event be directed as much as possible 

by the target group it hoped to 

engage, LGBTQI young people. As part 

of this process, a Queer Youth 

Committee was convened through Open Doors Youth Service. The committee 

was invaluable to the overall success of Queeriosity 2010. The direct 

involvement resulted in an event that not only reflected the wants and needs 

of LGBTQI young people, but saw the event be driven directly by the 

decisions the Queer Youth Committee made, collectively. 

 

As a minority group, the voices of LGBTQI often fail to be heard and 

recognised within mainstream society. This is reflected in the significant 

absence of events available to LGBTQI young people within the Australian 

community. Considering this, it was and is recognised that Queeriosity 2010 

offered a unique opportunity for LGBTQI young people to directly engage, 

shape, inform and take ownership in a community event, created by and for 
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them. 

 

Within the meetings although facilitated by the Key Coordinators, decision-

making was left to the Queer Youth Committee with facilitation taking place 

only to motivate conversation. This allowed for the young people involved to 

freely voice their perspectives, ask questions and direct the planning process.  

 

To assist with feedback processes a survey was produced and distributed to 

attendees of these meetings. This process was used in the early stages of 

planning process as it was apparent that, for some young people, expressing 

their views in the space was somewhat intimidating and, as such, appeared to 

shy away from speaking. Providing a confidential survey was a non-

confrontational method of gaining feedback. However, some of the young 

people did have some difficulties reading and/or understanding the questions 

and required additional assistance from Open Doors workers. To view the 

survey, see Appendix E.  

 

Strengths of process Limitations of process 

 

� Directly engaged LGBTQI young 

people in the event planning process. 

� Provided opportunities for knowledge 

transfer between Key Coordinators 

and LGBTQI young people, allowing 

opportunities for learning from both 

sides. 

� Demonstrated to all involved the 

value of teamwork and collective-

decision making. 

� Allowed diverse views, perspectives 

and opinions to be heard, in a space 

that was respectful and safe.  

 

� Not enough time was able to be 

allocated to the process - more time 

would have meant more LGBTQI 

young people driven initiatives, 

enabling an even more engaging and 

reflective event 

� A more defined meeting structure 

from the start may have assisted in a 

smoother, more constructive 

processing of feedback and 

engagement. 

� Many of the young people took a 

while to begin directly engaging in the 
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� Enabled the event to be directly 

reflective of the diverse interests, 

wants and needs found within the 

young LGBQTI community 

� Provided a distinct and unique 

platform for the voices of LGBTQI 

young people to be heard 

process. However, this may be 

reflective of shyness and inexperience 

in raising their voices, perhaps due to 

the general absence of opportunities 

within the community for LGBTQI 

young people to engage and be heard. 

 2.2.2. Organisational Coordinators Meetings 

In general, the attendees of these weekly/biweekly meetings were Queeriosity 

2010’s Key Coordinators such as Dr. Jodie Taylor (Griffith University), Shane Garvey 

(QAHC), and Sally Morris, Cherry Waldron and Whitney Church (Open Doors), with 

occasional attendance from other involved organisations such as Visible Ink. 

Predominately these meetings focused on event finances and budget, assessment of 

the event planning process thus far and organisational policy requirements relevant 

to Open Doors Youth Service, Griffith University and Queensland Association of 

Healthy Communities. 
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Strengths of process Limitations of process 

� The collaboration of different 

perspectives, from various fields meant a 

continual flow of diverse perspectives and 

creative ideas.  

 

� Each organisation/individual involved 

offered a variety of networks and allies of 

reference. 

 

� All involved offered a rich selection of 

skills, knowledge and insights from both 

professional and personal experiences.  

 

� All Key Organisers were members of the 

LGBTQI community and thus had personal 

insight and past experience of life as a 

LGBTQI young person 

 

� Any issues or concerns relating to the 

events organisation were generally 

resolved quickly as a result of the diverse 

perspectives, skills and networks on offer. 

 

� All involved in this process were highly 

respectful and professional at all times, 

enabling good working relationships and 

trust to form between each 

representative. 

� Occasional difficulties in decision-making 

processes presented due to differing 

organisational and personal agendas and 

perspectives. 

 

� Some difficulties coordinating meeting 

times that suited all work schedules and 

commitments. 

 

� As the event evolved through the process 

some mild role clarification issues did 

arise causing some productivity barriers, 

though these were generally resolved 

quickly. 
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2.3. Advertising and promotion 

As an event, Queeriosity 2010 presented a number of advertising challenges. Firstly, 

the target group, LGBTQI young people, are by no means homogenous and due 

consideration had to be given to the identities, ages, cultures, ethnicities, races, 

values, beliefs, life stages and experiences that embody the specific target group. 

Secondly, the event was drug and alcohol free. This needed to be emphasised to 

ensure safety within the space, especially for attendees under 18. The advertising 

approach focused heavily on the notion of ‘inclusion’ and how the event could 

embrace diversity, while also being publicly received and respected as a specific, 

drug and alcohol free space created by and for LGBTQI young people, under 25. 

2.3.1 Queeriosity 2010 Poster/Flyer Design 

The Queeriosity 2010 poster and flyer design 

was a vibrant (and successful) marketing tool. 

Oliver Seyez was the artist behind the design. 

The images were intended to reflect and 

emphasise the diverse identities that can be 

found within the young LGBTQI community. 

The use of the traditional rainbow pride 

colours were applied as shadow to present to 

viewers an obvious Queer-theme.  
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With a LGBTQI young person as the artist, the perspectives of a member of 

the target group directly drove the posters design. This would enable the 

poster to be reflective of LGBTQI young people’s interests and, as such, more 

likely to appeal to the audience it hoped to engage. This process also 

provided the artist with direct experience in event marketing, while also 

providing an opportunity to showcase artistic talents to the wider 

community. 

The posters and flyers were distributed throughout Brisbane and surrounding 

areas by PosterBill. As a donation to the event, PosterBill’s owner, James Lee, 

distributed the posters and flyers for no charge and volunteered his time to 

the event, assisting with supervision and general organisation processes 

throughout the day. 

 

See Appendix F for a full view of the poster. 

2.3.2. Online Advertising 

Unsurprisingly, the easiest and most accessible way of advertising 

Queeriosity 2010 to LGBTQI young people was the internet, most notably 

Facebook. The social networking site facilitated information sharing across 

individual’s social networks. Generally, the Internet is a less intrusive and 

more private avenue for obtaining information regarding sexuality and 

gender, meaning that young people were able to find out more about 

Queeriosity 2010 without the risk of being ‘outed’ in the process. The 

national Gay and Lesbian website, SameSame.com.au, also ran a free feature 

article on Queeriosity 2010 [see G], provided national advertising and 

allocated a photographer to capture the festivities on the day for their 

website coverage. 

2.3.3. Media publications 

Queeriosity 2010 was advertised in a number of free, street press 

publications, including Queer press magazines such as Queensland Pride and 

QNews, and mainstream event press like Rave, Scene and Time Off. While 
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advertising within the event listing section of stress-press publications is 

generally free of charge, most editorials or coloured advertisements come at 

a significant price. Generously, Queensland Pride magazine ran an editorial 

about Queeriosity 2010 at no charge, while QNEWS offered a 20% discount 

on the inclusion of a ¼ page advertisement, which ran the week before the 

event. 

In order to keep within budget limits, it was decided by the Key Organisers to 

restrict advertising expenses to Queer specific press only, with mainstream 

advertising undertaken via the free ‘listing section’ option. However, it was 

and is acknowledged that with a bigger budget, a more extensive advertising 

campaign inclusive of mainstream press would have been beneficial for 

engaging a wider audience. 

 

2.3.4. Radio Advertising 

Community-based Brisbane radio station 4zzz were supporters of Queeriosity 

2010, inviting Key Organisers and members of the Queer Youth Committee to 

be interviewed on two of their radio programs, Queer Radio and Dykes on 

Mykes. This opportunity allowed the voices of those behind Queeriosity 2010, 

in particular a member of the Queer Youth Committee, to be heard across 

the community, while also directly advertising the event. In addition to this, 

Triple J also interviewed a Key Organiser as part of the radio stations National 

Youth Week coverage, providing nation-wide promotion. 

 

2.4. Community Engagement 

As a minority group, LGBTQI young people often face feelings of isolation, 

marginalisation and disconnection within both the mainstream and Queer 

communities. This is reflected in the absence of LGBTQI youth specific events 

and services. Queeriosity 2010 aimed to address this issue directly by 

engaging LGBTQI young people with the wider Queer/Queer-friendly 

community, to build connections and strengthening relations. Through the 

direct involvement of numerous local organisations, service providers, 

businesses, groups and individuals, LGBTQI young people were offered an 
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opportunity to identify community allies, expand their social support 

networks, and in turn build upon their individual and collective resiliencies. 

 

2.4.1. Key Community Organisations, Services and Businesses 

As part of Queeriosity 2010, a diverse selection of local community 

organisations, services and businesses were invited to hold information stalls 

within the ‘stall hub’ area of the space. Additionally, Queer-relevant political 

groups were also invited to attend. This provided LGBTQI young people with a 

wide range of different stalls and Queer/Queer-friendly community members 

to engage and connect with. 

Those who attended the event were contacted directly via email, with follow-

up phone calls to confirm attendance closer to the date. A ‘stall holder 

application form’ was distributed by email to confirm interest and document 

any necessary information [see Appendix H for stall holder application form]. 
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Key Stallholders 

 

Organisation: Open Doors Youth Service 

http://www.opendoors.net.au 

Key Contact: Sally Morris 

Additional stall activity: Rainbow jewellery beading workshop 

 

As the only LGBTQI organisation specifically for young people in Brisbane, and 

one of only two services existing in Queensland, Open Doors Youth Service’s 

plays a pivotal role in providing support to the young LGBTQI community in 

Queensland. Open Doors provide a range of services to LGBTQI young people, 

including a variety of social support groups for different age groups and 

identities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Organisation: Queensland Association of Healthy Communities [QAHC] 

Website: http://www.qahc.org.au 

Key Contact(s): Kate Brennan and Tammy Rudduck 

 

QAHC works to promote the health and well-being of lesbian, gay, bisexual 

and transgender Queenslanders, with much of their work founded on sexual 

health education and awareness raising. 
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Organisation: QSpace [Expanded Horizons] 

http://www.qspace.net.au/ 

Key Contact: Anna Nash 

Additional stall Activity: Stress-ball making workshop  

 

QSPACE is a social 

support group for 

young people 

aged 12 – 17 

based on the Gold 

Coast. It provides 

a space for young 

people to come 

together and 

socialise, as well as explore various issues that they face in their everyday 

lives. Specifically QSpace works with LGQT young people. 

 

Organisation: Prism [Toowoomba] 

Website: N/A 

Key Contact: Nadia Brady 

Additional stall activity: Zine Workshop 

 

In association with QAHC, Open Doors and Young Women's Place, Prism 

holds regular events for the LGBT community and their supporters, with the 

particular aim of including families, young people, and others who may not 

feel welcome at all LGBT events. 
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Organisation: QUT Queer 

Collective 

Website: www.guildonline.net 

Key Contact: QUT Queer 

Collective 

Additional stall activity: Badge-

making workshop 

 

The queer department of the 

QUT Student Guild has been 

active for decades in the fight 

for queer rights on and off 

campus. The collective provides 

support, guidance and 

assistance to queer QUT 

students and openly fights against queerphobia and oppression within the 

QUT community and wider society. The QUT Queer Collective’s involvement 

with the event was a perfect opportunity to raise awareness of higher 

education supports and networks for LGBTQI young people. 

 

Organisation: Gay and Lesbian Welfare Association [GLWA] 

Website: http://www.glwa.org.au 

Key Contact: Mathew Furbank 

 

GLWA provide a free, confidential telephone counselling service, specifically 

for the LGBTQI community. The volunteer-run service is available from 7pm 

to 12pm, every night of the week, run by peers from within the LGBTQI 

community. 
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Organisation: Metropolitan Community Church [MCC] 

Website: http://mccbris.asn.au 

Key Contact: Rev. Leigh 

 

Metropolitan Community 

Church is a Brisbane 

based faith service, 

focused on building an 

inclusive community and 

fighting towards a socially 

just society. MCC offer 

their support to all people, most especially to the LGBTQI community of 

Queensland. 

 

Organisation: The Brain Injury Association Queensland [BIAQ] 

Website: http://braininjury.org.au 

Key Contact: Neil 

Federer 

 

The Brain Injury 

Association Queensland 

offers support, advocacy 

and information to 

people with acquired 

brain injuries (ABI), their 

families, and to 

individuals or 

organisations that share the ABI experience in any way and for any reason. 
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Organisation: Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays [PFLAG] Brisbane 

Website: http://www.pflagbrisbane.org.au/ 

Key Contact: Valerie and Eddie Shaw 

 

The motto of PFLAG Brisbane is “keeping families united.” PFLAG work with 

LGBTI people, their families and friends to promote acceptance and 

understanding of diversity, while fighting against homophobia and 

discrimination within the community and wider society. 

 

Organisation: Brisbane Rape and Incest Survivors Support Centre [BRISSC] 

Website: http://www.brissc.org.au/ 

Key Contact: Heidi Bone 

 

BRISSC is a free feminist and confidential service for women survivors of 

sexual violence and their supporters. The centre offers counselling, referral 

and support group services, as well as community education and awareness 

raising.  
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Organisation: Relationships Australia (QLD) 

Website: http://www.relationships.com.au 

Key Contact: Chris Jones 

 

Relationships Australia provides relationship support services to individuals, 

couples and families from all walks of life, regardless of age, race, gender or 

sexual orientation. They offer a number of specialist counselling services, 

courses and education programs. 

 

 

 

Organisation: Brisbane Forest Ratbagz Collective 

Website: N/A 

Key Contact: Erica Newby 

 

As a primarily Queer DIY-style collective, the Brisbane Forest Ratbagz 

Collective work to raise community awareness of old growth logging, 

deforestation and associated environmental issues, while also supporting 

additional social justice causes. 
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Organisation: Equal Love 

Website: http://www.equallove.info/ 

Key Contact: Jess Payne 

 

Equal Love is a nationwide campaign for same-sex marriage in Australia, 

aiming to put pressure on the government to legislate for equal marriage 

rights through rallies, petitions and other public awareness raising 

approaches.  

 

Organisation: Sun State Roller Girls (SSRG) 

Website: http://www.sunstaterollersgirls.com 

Key Contact: Nikki Ennever 

 

SSRG are a Brisbane-based roller derby league that actively supports the 

LGBTQI community. Through promoting the sport of women’s flat-track roller 

derby, SSRG also offer support within the wider community wherever 

possible.  
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2.5. Community sponsorship and contributions 
Community sponsorship and donations were a necessary part of ensuring the events 

success. Fortunately, the support that was offered to the event by the community 

was extensive. It is recognised that without such support, the event would not have 

been nearly as cost effective or successful.  

 

2.5.1. Key sponsors and contributions 

The following is a list of key sponsors and their contributions to Queeriosity 

2010: 

 

Infrastructure Contributions 

Sponsor: Visible Ink Valley – Brisbane City Council 

Key Contact: Chrissie Nowland [Youth Support Officer] 

Website: http://www.visibleink.org 

Contribution: Visible Ink Valley provided the whole venue to Queeriosity 

2010 organisers at no charge, via the Brisbane City Council. In addition to this, 

Visible Ink aided in the promotion of the event via their website and also 

contributed printing services and materials. 

 

Sponsor: RentAFence Brisbane 

Key Contact: Steve McQueen 

Website: http://www.rentafence.com.au 

Contribution: RentAFence [Brisbane] donated, resembled and disassembled 

approximately 20 metres of mesh-covered fencing. 

 

Sponsor: Bob’s Stage Hire 

Key Contact: Kylie Simpson 

Website: http://www.bobshire.com.au 

Contribution: Bob’s Stage Hire provided, maintained and delivered the stage 

free of charge. In addition to this, they upgraded the stage from the 

‘1.8x1.2m (Per Pce Erected)’ model to the ‘Aluminium Stage in Black’ for no 
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extra charge.  

 

Sponsor: JRL Sound 

Key Contact: Bel Ellis 

Website: http://www.jrlsound.com.au 

Contribution: JRL provided PA hire, sound equipment and engineering for a 

discounted price of $330 [usually $440+]. Bel also contributed her entire day 

to the event at no additional charge, assisting with the setup of sound and 

staging.  

 

Food Contributions 

Sponsor: Top Cut Foods Limited 

Key Contact: Vince Vaina [Director – General Manager Purchasing 

Website: http://www.topcut.com.au/ 

Contribution: Top Cut Foods Limited generously donated 30 kilograms of 

meat sausages. 

 

Sponsor(s): Steven Rixon and Andrew Clatworthy 

Key Contact: Steven Rixon and Andrew Clatworthy 

Website: N/A 

Contribution: Steven and Andrew handmade and donated over 200 vegan 

burger patties for the event. 

             

            Promotion and Advertising 

Sponsor: PosterBill 

Key Contact: James Lees 

Website: www.posterbill.com 

Contribution: PosterBill distributed posters and flyers for the event across 

Brisbane and surround areas at no charge, while offering the cost of printing 

the materials at a highly discounted price. 

 

Sponsor: Queensland Pride 
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Key Contact: N/A 

Website: http://queenslandpride.gaynewsnetwork.com.au/ 

Contribution: Queensland Pride provided an editorial write up and 

advertising of the event at no charge. 

 

Sponsor: Q News 

Key Contact: N/A 

Website: http://www.qnews.com.au 

Contribution. A discount of 20% was given to the ¼ advertisement included in 

the Q News publication.  
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2.6. Community Volunteers 

 

Queeriosity 2010’s volunteer team were made up of members of the Queer 

community, who donated their time to be a part of the event. Over forty-five 

volunteers assisted with the supervision, setup and delivery of the event. The 

willingness and general support of the Queer community towards Queeriosity 2010 

was overwhelming, with a clear understanding amongst volunteers of the value, 

importance and uniqueness of the event.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.6.1. Volunteers Roles and Responsibilities 

 

Primarily, the roles and responsibilities of volunteers were founded on event 

supervision, safety and maintenance. However, it could not be assumed that 

the volunteers contributing to the event would have the same perspective of 

what their roles and responsibilities constituted. As such, it was necessary to 

ensure that all roles and responsibilities were clearly articulated and define 

prior to the event taking place. This ensured that all involved understood the 
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responsibilities they were undertaking when signing up to the event, but also 

assisted the day to run more smoothly, efficiently and safely, overall. See the 

Supervisor Information Booklet [Appendix D] for volunteer descriptions and 

associated responsibilities.  

 

2.6.2. Assessment of volunteers: Working with children check [Blue Card]  

 

As the event was not exclusively targeting young people under the age of 18 

years, Commission for Children and Young People and Child Guardian 

outlined that volunteers would not require a ‘blue card’. This was fortunate 

as obtaining a ‘blue card’ can take several months and this would have 

considerably limited volunteer numbers. However, it was recognised that 

thorough consideration and assessment of each volunteer would need to be 

undertaken personally by the Key Coordinators, to ensure the safety of all 

participants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 
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6.3. Volunteer training session 

 

In the week leading up to Queeriosity 

2010, a volunteer training session was 

held at Open Doors Youth Space. The 

meeting was specifically aimed at 

informing volunteers of their expected 

roles and responsibilities. This meeting 

was particularly integral to volunteers 

understanding of specific safety 

information and associated procedures. 

In addition to this, the meeting was an 

opportunity for those involved to 

connect and engage with each other, 

build shared responsibility and, in a 

sense, loyalty to the event.  

2.6.4. Supervisor Information Booklet 

 

A Supervisor Information Booklet [see 

Appendix D] was distributed to all meeting attendees that contained key 

safety information, in addition to explanations of volunteer’s roles, 

responsibilities and expected procedures. Through the provision of a detailed 

information booklet, it was hoped that volunteers would gain a greater sense 

of responsibility and ownership to their role and the importance their 

contribution would have to the overall success of Queeriosity 2010. 
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3. Safety: Creating ‘safer’ spaces 
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3.1. Queeriosity 2010: a ‘safer’ space 

The creation of a space that was safe and accessible for all attendees, volunteers and 

organisers was of highest priority. Considerable thought was given to the processes, 

precautions and approaches needed to enhance the overall safety of the space for all 

attendees.  

3.1.1. Risk Assessment  

 

During the pre-festival planning process, Open Doors Youth Service 

undertook a detailed risk assessment of the event. This assessment aimed to 

highlight any safety concerns or potential hazards. From this, the event 

organisers were able to discuss strategies to appropriately address areas of 

concern and implement processes that would lower or counteract the risks 

identified.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was recognised that a thorough ‘risk assessment’ of Queeriosity 2010 was 

paramount if safety was to be accurately addressed. However, it was dually 

noted that ‘assessing risk’ would need to be a continual process throughout 

the creation and roll out of the event, if the event was to be adequately risk 

responsive.  To review the Risk Assessment document, see Appendix C.  
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3.1.2. Safer Space Policy  

 

A safer space policy was created to broadly inform attendees, volunteers and 

contributors as to what kind of space Queeriosity 2010 was, what kinds of 

behaviour would be expected and what kinds of behaviour would not be 

tolerated. Safer spaces policies use the term ‘safer’ as an acknowledgement 

that no space can be assumed entirely safe for everyone and that each 

individuals experiences of a space is likely to be different. Safer spaces 

policies are a physical document to guide appropriate behaviour, set 

expectations for respect and provide a point-of-reference for addressing 

issues that arise. 

 

 

The Queeriosity 2010 Safer Space Policy was fixed at the entry/exit point at 

the festival, to ensure that the policy could be viewed by all entering the 

space. It was also published in the Supervisor Information Booklet (See 

Appendix D), distributed to all event supervisors and organisers prior to the 

event commencing. The booklet included step-by-step instructions for 

addressing any policy violations that might occur.  

 

These instructions were listed in the booklet as followed: 

 
Queeriosity: Safer Space Policy 

 
• Queeriosity is a drug and alcohol free space. 

• No discriminatory, aggressive or violent behaviour will 

not be tolerated in the Queeriosity space. 

• All people within the Queeriosity space have the right to 

feel safe, secure and comfortable. Any behaviour that 

compromises this will not be tolerated. 
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The above instructions outlined that if a situation were to arise specific event 

supervisors, Safety Supervisors or the Police Liaison Officer, were to be 

immediately notified to make an official assessment of the situation. 

However, if behaviour considered severe or endangering of individual safety 

was witnessed, this exemption would broaden to include Security Personnel.  

 

These instructions were considered necessary so that individual circumstance 

 

If behaviour that violates the Safer Space Policy is witnessed, this must 

be addressed immediately by Queeriosity Supervisors.  

 

The following process should be applied to such violations: 

 

1. Address inappropriate behaviour with person(s) responsible. 

 

2. Explain that such behaviour is a violation of the Safer Space 

Policy and continuation of this behaviour will result in removal of 

person(s) from the space. 

 

3. If person(s) fails to recognise that this behaviour is inappropriate 

and/or is unwilling to stop such behaviour, contact a Safety 

Supervisor or the Police Liaison Officer (PLO), Rebecca Johnson, 

directly. 

 

If behaviour is regarded as severe or has the potential to endanger the 

safety of others, immediately contact the Security Personnel, Safety 

Supervisors or the Police Liaison Officer. 

 

[See Appendix D] 
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and need could be assessed and appropriately accommodated. For example, 

some of the young people expected to attend the event were known by Open 

Doors workers as having ‘high needs’ and would, in such a situation, require 

assessment that was reflexive of these needs. As such, this assessment 

process was considered important to the safety of not only those identifying 

the potential issue, but also for ensuring the safety of the individual(s) in 

question.  

 

3.1.3. Safety Supervisors 

 

The role of Safety Supervisor 

was assigned to specific event 

coordinators who were 

considered skilled in safety and 

risk assessment, and could, if 

required, apply conflict 

resolution strategies. Safety 

Supervisors were expected to 

directly tend to any safer space 

policy tensions or violations, 

and provide general assistance 

to any individual within the 

Queeriosity 2010 space, at any 

given time. In addition to this, those in the role of Safety Supervisors were 

also responsible for directly instructing Security Personnel, if required.  

 

For further details see the Supervisor Information Booklet [Appendix D]. 

Queeriosity 2010’s Safety Supervisors: 

 

Open Doors Youth Service  

Sally Morris 

Cherry Waldron 

Sal Plunkett 

Rocky Malone 

Whitney Church 

Griffith University 

Jodie Taylor 

QAHC 

Shane Garvey 
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3.1.4. Queensland LGBTI Police Liaison Officer (PLO)  

 

The Fortitude Valley LGBTI (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex) 

Police Liaison Officer, Rebecca Johnson, was invited to attend the event as an 

official Queensland police representative. Rebecca had 

worked extensively with Open Door Youth Service’s young 

people and staff in the past and, in doing so, had built a 

close working relationship with the service. Rebecca is 

also a founder of IndigiLez, a service that provides support, resources and 

education for Indigenous same sex oriented women. 

 

As a LGBTI PLO, Rebecca specifically works with the Queer community to 

provide a more professional, non-discriminatory, accessible policing service. 

However, it was acknowledged that for some LGBTQI young people, sharing 

space with a police representative, regardless of their connection with the 

LGBTQI community, might not necessarily be a positive experience. Therefore 

it was necessary to thoroughly assess the value of having a PLO within the 

space, while also considering the particular PLO that would attend and how 

that person, as an individual representing the police, was likely to connect 

and engage with the young people attending. The issue was also discussed 

directly with the Open Doors young people to gain direct insight into how 

they, as young LGBTQI people, might feel having a police representative 

within the space. 

 

Given the positive relationship Rebecca had built with Open Doors prior to 

the event, her direct involvement with IndigiLez and the affirming feedback 

from Open Door’s young people, it was accepted that her attendance at 

Queeriosity would be beneficial and positive. In addition to this, Rebecca’s 

skills in the area of conflict resolution, combined with her experience working 

with LGBTQI young people were seen as an asset to the overall safety of the 

event. 
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3.1.5. Security Personnel 

 

Four private security personnel were hired to supervise the event and ‘step-

in’ if a situation of severe risk or violence occurred. Allowing professional 

security personnel within the space was an area of contention among the Key 

Coordinators of the event. It was argued that a security presence might 

intimidate some attendees, limiting the creation of a ‘safer’ space. However, 

it was also argued that if a situation of violence occurred, without 

professional security personnel Safety Supervisors, volunteers or attendees 

could be put at risk of harm. 

 

To help counteract concerns, security personnel were explicitly informed that 

they were not to step-in unless directed by the Safety Supervisors. They were 

also advised to dress as casually as possible and to be ‘present’ and 

observant, but by no means a notable ‘presence’ within the space. 

Furthermore, the security company selected, BEST Security, had previously 

undertaken QAHC’s LGBT Training Program and informed organisers that, as 

a direct result of the program, had dismissed a number of staff members who 

acted inappropriately during the training – these two points were positively 

received among the Key Organisers. 

 

At no point during the festival were security personnel required, raising 

questions about the security /participant ratio .The value of having 

professional security within the space was and is recognised, particularly if a 

situation of violence was to have occurred. 
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3.1.6. Open Doors Youth Service Workplace Health and Safety Policy 

As an Open Doors event, Queeriosity took place in a location outside of the 

space Open Doors Youth Service normally delivers service. Therefore, it was 

necessary to outline that the Workplace Health and Safety Policy was still 

applicable. The following policy applied to all staff, volunteers, students, 

young people, contractors and visitors in the Queeriosity 2010 space and 

included those involved in the planning processes: 

Open Doors Youth Service: Workplace Health and Safety Policy 

 

i. Open Doors is committed to ensuring the health, safety and welfare of 

the working environment for its staff, volunteers, students, young 

people, contractors and visitors.  

 

ii. Open Doors recognises its obligations to ensure that its employees, 

students, volunteers, visitors and contractors are not exposed to risks to 

their health and safety arising out of their conduct of Open Doors 

operations 

 

iii. Open Doors also recognised its obligations and duty of care to ensure 

that all young people that access Open Doors are not exposed to risks to 

their health and safety out of their contact with our organisation  

 

iv. Open Doors further endeavours to ensure that their operations do not 

place the public and wider community at risk of injury or illness. 

 

[See Appendix D] 
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3.1.7. Emergency Evacuation Procedures 

 
Queeriosity 2010’s Emergency Evacuation Procedures were adapted from the pre-

existing ‘Visible Ink Youth Space - Fire Escape Plan’, as noted below: 

 

In the case of an emergency evacuation, Safety Supervisors were instructed 

to immediately contact emergency services by phone on: 000 (TRIPLE ZERO). 

All event supervisors were verbally informed of emergency exit locations, 

with an additional map of the Queeriosity 2010 space included in the 

Queeriosity Supervisor Handbook indicating exit locations. 

Evacuation Process 

 

At all times when a fire warning is given or hearing the fire alarm tone ‘whoop 

whoop’, Supervisors are to prepare to evacuate: 

 

• Supervisors will gather attendees within their designated areas. 

• Collectively, supervisors and attendees will move to the gathering 

point (front of Visible Ink car park) via the emergency exits to await 

instructions from Safety Supervisors. 

 

If instructed to evacuate, you are to: 

 

• Move directly to the Assembly Area [Judith Wright Centre, top of 

Berwick St], or as directed by Safety Supervisors. 

 

Safety Supervisors are to ensure that all attendees and supervisors exit the 

building safely and move efficiently to the Assembly Area. 

 

See Appendix D. 
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3.1.8 Additional Safety Considerations 

 

First Aid Administration  

 

First aid kits were placed in a number of easily accessible locations 

within the Queeriosity 2010 space. All event supervisors were 

informed of First Aid locations, with First Aid symbols indicating these 

locations on the venue map inside the Queeriosity Supervisor Booklet 

(See Appendix D). It was also noted who among the event supervisors 

had previously undertaken First Aid training and would feel 

comfortable administrating first aid services, if so required. 

 

Security Fencing 

 

Security fencing was donated and installed by RentAFence (Brisbane). 

The fencing was placed around the front of the car park as means of 

creating a defined entry/exit point for the event. This meant that 

event supervisors were able to take note of and control the numbers 

of people entering and exiting the space, directly engage with each 

person passing through, while also assessing the appropriateness of 

their attendance at the event.  

 

Furthermore, supervisors were easily able to ensure that all attendees 

observed and adhered to the Safer Spaces Policy, particularly with the 

potential risk of alcohol and/or drugs entering the space. The installed 

fencing was covered in mesh to enhance overall privacy and limit 

external visibility of the event. The fencing could also be closed off, if 

required, for safety reasons. 
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4. Event layout and delivery  
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4.1. Event layout and use of space 

 

The Queeriosity 2010 was divided into a number of key areas, each serving different 

purposes. Not only did this provide attendees with differing environments to engage 

with, the division of the space meant that those supervising the event could be  

assigned to specific locations within the Visible Ink venue. 

 

Queeriosity 2010 Map 
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4.1.1. Area Descriptions 

 

Stage  

Sound and visibility was central to the setup of the stage area, with key 

concerns based on noise reverberation and the potential of overcrowding 

within the allocated area. With bands, drag and performance acts taking 

place on stage throughout the day, ensuring that the stage area was 

appropriate proved to be integral to the overall professionalism of the 

entertainment on 

offer. Although 

there were some 

issues around 

sound quality and 

reverberation, due 

to the design of the 

area, overcrowding 

proved a nonissue.  

 

Meeting Room 

This area served two purposes, firstly as a discussion space for the ‘Gender 

Discussion Forum’ and secondly as a theatre space for the ‘Queer Short-

Shorts Theatre’ screenings. While the area for the forum could have been 

more spacious for the forum, with the room physically unable to take 

anymore attendees at one point, as a theatre the space was ideally dark and 

quiet. 

 

Car Park  

As the first area attendees experience when venturing into the Queeriosity 

2010 space, this area was ideal for a number of key workshops that required 

an outdoor environment, such as the ‘Queer Skate Classes’, ‘Stencil Art 

Workshop’ and ‘Vulcana Women’s Circus Workshop’. 
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Chill-out Green Space 

Situated within the car park area, between the workshops and BBQ/Food 

Hub, the Chill-out Green Space proved to be one of the most popular and 

frequented areas on the day. Rolls of fake green turf were laid out, shaded by 

umbrellas and a sea of milk-crates and beanbags as seating. 

 

Stall Hub 

Situated between the stage area and car park, the stall hub was home to 

most of the stalls of various community organisations, businesses and 

services who took part in the event. To encourage engagement between 

attendees and stallholders, it was important for this area to be highly 

accessible at all times, and not likely to incur overcrowding or crowd-traffic 

congestion issues. Measurements of the area were undertaken, with each 

stall allocated space 

in accordance with 

their specific 

requirements and 

spatial needs of other 

stallholders.  

 

BBQ/Food Hub 

The BBQ/Food Hub 

was situated on the 

fringes of the car 

park, appropriately covered by some of the building skirtings, but with 

considerable ventilation for the barbeque to avoid smoke congestion. 

Additionally, it was important for this area to be distanced enough from 

activities likely to draw a large crowd (i.e. workshops), as a means of 

maintaining safety and decreasing risk of injury. 
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Zine Hub/Lobby 

By far the most popular of all areas within the Queeriosity 2010 space, the 

Zine Hub and Lobby areas were home to the ‘QUT Queer Collective’s 

Badgemaking’, the ‘QSpace Stressball Creations’ and the ‘Prism Zine 

Workshop’. It was noted that the ‘hands-on’ nature of these activities and the 

narrow design of this space, enabled excellent engagement between all 

participants in the space.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Toilets 

To ensure that the day was inclusive of all genders and those with a diverse 

gender who are often faced with the decision of which toilet to use which can 

result in abuse and violence if it they are seen to make the wrong choice, it 

was decided that the toilets would be designated ‘gender neutral’ with no 

distinction between male and female.  There were no incidences of concern 

nor any feedback regarding this, so it has been assumed that this was a 

successful way to ensure that the space was more inclusive of diversity. 
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4.2. Event time frame 

 

Although Queeriosity 2010’s gates did not open until 12:00pm, attendees were lined 

up at the entry before 11:30am. In the first few hours’ attendance was consistent, 

with a notable influx of numbers occurring at approximately 2:00pm. Around 4:00pm 

numbers began to drop with the space becoming increasingly empty towards 

5:00pm. This indicated that the event could have possibly ended at an earlier hour, 

as opposed to continuing until 6:00pm. The decline of numbers at that specific time 

may have been attributed to a number of factors, including the day itself, Sunday, 

and associated public transport limitations or perhaps reflecting of the high number 

school aged attendees and the possible urgency to return home before dark. 

 

4.3. Event Program 

 

A key aim of Queeriosity 2010 was to offer attendees a wide range of entertainment 

and activities with which to engage. The Queer Youth Committee directly assisted 

this process, providing organisers with direct insight into what LGBTQI young people 

would want from and hope to see at such an event. The result was a diverse event 

program mixed with both spectator and participatory options. See Appendix I for the 

official program. 

 

4.3.1. Performance Acts 

Aunty Dawn: Welcome To Country 

 

Opening Queeriosity 2010 was Welcome to Country, performed by Aunty 

Dawn. Aunty Dawn is an Indigenous woman and member of the LGBTQI 

community. This ceremony was viewed as the most appropriate opening for 

the Queeriosity 2010 event, as it not only payed due respect to the traditional 

owners of the land the event was on, but extending the Queeriosity 2010 

message of inclusion, diversity and community. During the ceremony, all 
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stallholders, volunteers and coordinators paused their activities and 

remained silent as a sign of respect. 

 

Open Doors Young People Showcase  

Performers: Gagalicious, Mischka, Will & Emma, Dale 

This showcase displayed some of the amazing talents found within the young 

LGBTQI community. From drag to dance, 

cabaret to ukulele, this showcase offered up 

the stage to the Open Doors young people to 

display their talents, skills and creativity to the 

crowd. This showcase embodied much of 

what Queeriosity 2010 aimed to achieve, 

providing an opportunity for LGBTQI young 

people to demonstrate their abilities in a 

supportive environment and build pride in 

self. 
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Ofa Fanaika [replace Kristy Apps, due to illness] 

As a prominent Queer performer around Brisbane, Ofa Fanaika is more 

commonly known as the lead singer of Chocolate Strings. Ofa kindly replaced 

Kristy Apps at the last minute, due to illness. A mix of husky funk, Polynesian 

soul and reggae, Ofa eased the audience into the afternoon with her acoustic 

guitar and powerful voice. 

 

Evelyn Hartogh 

As a Queer performance artist, Evelyn Hartogh mixes politics, entertainment, 

sexuality, gender and activism into her live performance art, and is one of the 

few female performers of her kind in Brisbane. At Queeriosity 2010, Evelyn 

performed a highly entertaining skit dressed as Wonder Woman.  

 

 

Anarchist Duck 

Anarchist Duck are a local funk/reggae/rock trio, fronted by two Queer-

identified women. Their tunes conjure up themes of social justice, equality 

and human rights. 
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Abril Latrene 

As a drag queen, Abril regularly 

performs at The Sportsman Hotel in 

Brisbane. A popular act of the day, 

Abril unmistakably grabbed the 

crowd’s attention. 

 

 

Edge of Colour 

A Brisbane-based two-piece, Edge of 

Colour combine electro-pop beats, 

visual art and drag-esque dress, 

presenting truly engaging and unique 

live shows. 

 

DJ Ish 

As DJ Ish was the last act of the day, her DJ set was cancelled due to 

dwindling numbers. However, Ish has played at some of the biggest LGBTQI 

events and clubs in Brisbane, including Big Gay Day, Fluffys and The Beat, and 

is well-respected as one of the best lesbian DJs in town. 
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4.3.2. Interactive Workshops and Spaces 

 

Queer Skate Classes 

Coordinator: Amanda Dean 

 

This workshop was run by Amanda Dean, a trans-woman, trans rights activist, 

QAHC worker and former professional skateboarder. Aimed at being highly 

accessible, while also as safe as possible, Amanda provided all required 

equipment 

including 

skateboards, 

helmets and safety 

gear, in addition to 

carpet for first-

timers to minimise 

risk. 

 

 

 

 

Open Discussion Forum – Genders and Sexualities Discussion 

Coordinator: Dr. Jodie Taylor 

Additional Contributors: Sujay Kentlyn [University of Queensland], Linda 

Hibbert [Open Doors Youth Service], Young people from Open Doors 

Jellybeans program 

Framed as a space “where everybody is welcome and no question is too 

OUTrageous”, this collective-style discussion was hosted by a panel of various 

members from the LGBTQI community. The discussion was hugely successful 

with the space physically unable to fit any more attendees, reflecting a clear 

need for further discussions of this kind within the community. 
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Stencil Art Workshop 

Coordinator: Emma Bertoldi 

 

Emma Bertoldi is a renowned Brisbane graffiti 

artist and has had extensive experience 

running workshops about graffiti and stencil 

art. Although some issues were raised 

regarding the use of spray-cans in the space, it 

was agreed that with appropriate supervision 

these concerns were minimal. However, as 

this workshop was particularly popular 

amongst attendees, a few incidents of 

overcrowding within the designated workshop space occurred, resulting in 

concerns around safety and supervision. 

 

Vulcana Women’s Circus 

 

This workshop proved very popular amongst attendees with a range of circus-

based activities on offer for young people to partake in groups or individually. 

The coordinators 

showcased acro-balance, 

general strength and 

flexibility, and object 

manipulation skills (such 

as juggling and hula-

hoops) focused activities 

that were not only fun, 

but equally engaging. 
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Queer Short-Shorts Theatre 

 

The Queer Short-Shorts theatre provided not only a space for entertainment, 

but some quiet downtime, playing a number of Queer short films and the 

always well received ‘But, I’m a Cheerleader!’. The films were screened on a 

white wall through a projector, enhancing the overall theatre feel. 
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5. Key outcomes and feedback  
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5.1. Key Outcomes 

 

Queeriosity 2010 offered a space created by and for LGBTQI young people, to have 

fun, explore and be themselves. The event met all key objectives initially outlined 

and exceeded expectations in many areas. 

 

5.1.1. Key Number Outcomes 

 

As totalled by Event Supervisors on the entry gate, 

231 individual attendees were counted in on the 

day, not inclusive of volunteers. This number was 

well beyond what any of the Key Coordinators 

anticipated. 

 

56 volunteers were listed within the roster, but 

with additional assistance arriving on the day, this number is not accurate to 

the actual number of people who donated their time. 

 

14 community organisations, services and/or businesses held stalls at the 

event. 

 

9 interactive workshops were coordinated and showcased 

 

11 performance acts performed on stage 

 

7 of the performers were LGBTQI young people under 25 

 

 

Key Number Outcomes: 

 
Attendees: 231 

Stalls: 14 

Volunteers: 56 + 

Workshops: 9 

Performance acts: 11 
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5.1.2. Observations of outcomes 

Upon reflection of Queeriosity 2010, a number of important outcomes were 

observed. These observations directly reflect the intentions and hopes held 

by event organisers and the true value and need for such events to be 

established.  

 

Community Connection, Engagement and Participation 

Ordinarily, young LGBTQI people engage in a world were opportunities to 

fully participate and engage as equal members of society are limited. In this 

sense, Queeriosity 2010 provided a pivotal opportunity for the Queer and 

wider Queer-friendly community to engage directly with this diverse 

demographic. Through mutual participation in the event, clear connections 

between the wider community and young LGBTQI people were established. 

By enabling young LGBQTI people an opportunity to see examples of what 

their community had to offer, attendees were also able to demonstrate what 

they, as community members, could attribute to the community.  

 

Community connection building was witnessed at the event with young 

people directly 

engaging with 

community 

stallholders and 

members, 

obtaining 

information, 

participating in 

activities, signing 

petitions and 

publically 

performing, all the while expanding their own awareness of the supports, 

networks and engagement opportunities on offer to them on a community 

level. The building and strengthening of such connections was recognised by 
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organisers as an integral part of addressing the isolation and marginalisation 

all too often experienced by young LGBTQI people, while strengthening the 

personal resiliencies of individuals and the LGBTQI community as a whole. 

 

Community Building 

It is identified that in the wider LGBTQI community that there are few spaces 

where young people can safely and positively engage.  The spaces that are 

available are often limited to those who are 18+ and centre on the use of 

alcohol.  These spaces also tend to have a focus on sex and drug use and may 

inadvertently or deliberately require an individual to partake in these aspects 

for an individual to participate in this community.   

 

 Young people also often connect with a 

type of community over the internet, 

however this has only limited ability to 

provide them with the support that 

belonging to a community can offer, 

and there are often issues of safety 

when not engaging with people face-to-

face.    

 

In short, the current spaces for LGBTQI 

young people to engage in the LGBTQI 

community do not allow for the 

breadth, diversity and depth that this 

vibrant and positive community has to 

offer them. 

 

So beyond providing opportunities for direct engagement with already 

existing contributors of community, such as community organisations, 

services and members, Queeriosity 2010 was a space for young attendees to 

forge their own notions of community.  
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Through participation, young LGBTQI people partook in creating, building and 

contributing to new forms of community within the space, forming 

connections beyond the event itself. By creating such an environment, 

LGBTQI young people were able to create a community reflective of their 

own wants and needs, as identified by them.  

 

Pride and Ownership  

By directly including LGBTQI young people in all aspects of the Queeriosity 

2010’s creation, formulation and delivery, it was hoped that a sense of pride 

and ownership in the event would developed amongst those involved. 

Comments made by young people after the event were indicative of this, 

with attendees making reference to a sense of pride they felt in their 

contributions to the event and its overall success. Furthermore, what was 

offered to attendees at the event was directed by consultation processes 

with LGBTQI young people and as such reflected that which was of interest 

and value to the target group. This further enabled a true sense of ownership 

and respect in the project’s development. This was reflected in the overall 

behaviour of those who attended, with no disruptive incident reported by 

any of the event supervisors, participants or coordinators. 

 

Friendship Building 

The wider community can often be isolating for LGBTQI young people, with 

opportunities for friendship building amongst like-minded LGBTQI people 

often limited. This is largely reflective of wider social oppressions and fear of 

discrimination. As a supportive, safe, discrimination-free environment 

populated overwhelming by LGBTQI young people, Queeriosity 2010 proved 

an ideal environment for new friendships to develop and build.  
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Affirming and Validating Identity 

LGBTQI people of 

all ages can 

experience feelings 

of shame and/or 

embarrassment as 

a result of 

predominant 

heterosexist 

understandings of 

sexualities and 

genders. 

Queeriosity 2010 aimed to counteract these perspectives by creating a space 

where young people could affirm, reaffirm and strengthen their own personal 

identities and sense of self, aiming to dispel feelings of isolation and 

difference. By engaging with other like-minded young people, attendees 

were able to acknowledge and embraced their collective diversities and 

recognise that they are far from alone in their experiences. Through the 

provision of safe, accessible space LGBTQI young people were able to engage 

in various activities with the upmost support from those around them and in 

doing so strengthen their self-esteem and validate their identity. 
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Social networking 

Through direct contact with community, friendship building and general 

social engagement Queeriosity 2010 proved to be hub of social network and 

connection building. The establishment of such connections has the ability to 

strengthen individual and collective resiliencies, instil hope and provide direct 

and indirect social support to LGBTQI young people. 
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5.2. Feedback 

Following up from Queeriosity 2010’s delivery, feedback regarding the events 

outcomes and processes was received from a variety of sources. Such information 

was gathered through formal and informal meetings with attendees and 

contributors, and via a formal feedback form that was distributed by email to various 

organisations and volunteers [see Appendix I].  

The following comments and observations document some of the key insights gained 

from this process. 

 

5.2.1. Feedback: Event supervisors, volunteers and contributors 

 

The general feedback from event supervisors, volunteers and coordinators 

was overwhelming positive, with only minimal critiques reported. Of the 

feedback gathered, the following key points were identified: 

 

Strengths: 

- Queeriosity 2010 offered a safe space where young people were 

able to “explore, have fun and be themselves”. 

- The performances and entertainment showcased the diversity of 

talent found within the Queer community.  

- The Open Doors Young People Showcase demonstrated the 

creativity, talent and confidence of the young LGBTQI community. 

- The environment created within the space and activities offered 

presented numerous ways for young people to engage with the 

event and each other. As one supervisor put it, “the whole place 

was buzzing with activity and [it] felt great to be part of it”. 

- The processes and procedures applied during the organisation and 

delivery were effective, efficient and clear. In particular, the 

Supervisor Information Booklet was identified as a key tool for 

comprehensive information transfer between organisers and 

volunteers by providing clear role descriptions and volunteer 
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responsibilities from the start. 

- The Gender/Sexuality discussion forum offered a broad array of 

speakers, demonstrating the fluidity and diversity of gender and 

sexuality identities and experiences.  

- The participation rate at workshops was consistently high and 

reflective of the engaging nature of the event.  

- The stalls provided information relevant to the target group. 

- There was a great and obvious level amount of community 

support for the event, which significant contribution to the 

positive vibe of the event. 

- No safety or negative crowd incidents were reported by any of the 

supervisors, volunteers or contributors. 

 

Limitations: 

- Some communication barriers were reported. Event supervisors 

on the door noted that it was difficult to tell when performances 

had finished and this made the process of informing attendees 

somewhat confusing. Additionally, it was unclear when and what 

films had begun screening during the Queer Theatre sessions. It 

was suggested that this could have been rectified if clearly 

announced by those using the microphone. 

- Given the popularity of the discussion and its small time frame, it 

was suggested that more time or perhaps less speakers would 

have been beneficial to maximise the opportunities for young 

people to share their experiences and debate ideas.  

- The location of stalls in relation to the main stage made it difficult 

for stallholders and attendees to easily converse and be heard. 

Consideration of noise levels and stallholder locations was 

needed. 
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- Greater communication of stallholder responsibilities and 

expectation of attendance was needed as a number of stalls left 

without informing event organisers. 

- Vulcana Women’s Circus described the event as very successful, 

but noted that the space available was somewhat limiting for their 

workshop needs. In particular, the fumes from the stencil art 

workshop were reported as “pretty noxious” and greater 

consideration of this would be appreciated for future events. 

- Amanda Dean noted that running the Skateboard Workshop for 

the entire event was far too physically draining and would, in 

future, run such workshops in intervals to avoid exhaustion. 

- Event Supervisors on the barbeques noted that greater distance 

and clearer zoning between the cooking and self-service food 

areas was needed to increase overall space safety and avoid 

potential hazards. 
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5.2.2. Feedback: LGBTQI young people 

The following information was gathered from event attendees of the 

targeted demographic, LGBTQI young people under 25. The feedback was 

received through both formal meeting processes with young people and 

direct informal discussions. 

 

Of the feedback recorded, the following key insights were obtained: 

 

Strengths: 

- The young people liked that the event was part of National Youth 

Week as it made them feel recognised as a group. 

- Almost all of the young people had met a new person at the event 

and had maintained connections through exchanging mobile 

phone numbers or Facebook befriending. 

- The workshops, performances and stalls were much loved, along 

with the food options provided. 

- As a venue, Visible Ink Youth Space was rated highly by attendees.  

- Those involved in the organisational processes expressed feelings 

of ownership and pride in their involvement and contribution to 

Queeriosity 2010. 

- Zine Hub, Vulcana Women’s Circus Workshop and the Brisbane 

Forest Ratbagz Collective stall were noted as particularly event 

favourites amongst the young people. 

- One young female-bodied person mentioned that she would not 

have attended the event if it did not apply the word ‘Queer’ in its 

advertising. 

- Some young people said that they felt Queeriosity was more 

alternative than more mainstream gay events like Pride festival 

and that the alternative element was more appealing to them. 
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- A number of young people reported feelings of surprise in 

relation to seeing so many other young people ‘like them’ in 

attendance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Limitations: 

- The event layout in relation to the location of the stalls was 

critiqued as it was difficult to talk to stallholders due to the 

competing sounds of performances. 

- It was noted by male attendees that a dominant female presence 

was felt within the event, with one participate commenting that it 

‘kind of felt like a lesbian event’. 

- More sexual health information was needed at the event and that 

greater connection between QAHC and the attendees was 

needed. 

- Some young people noted that more advertising was needed. 

- Sunday was not an ideal day for many young people due to public 

transport limitations. A ‘Saturday’ event  was flagged as more 

appropriate 
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5.3. Griffith Centre for Cultural Research: Additional Research 

Component  

 

Griffith University 

academic Dr. Jodie 

Taylor conducted an 

additional research 

component within 

the Queeriosity 2010 

project. By collating 

empirical data of 

LGBTQI young 

people through the 

use of surveys on the day and conducting participant observation throughout the 

festival organising process, Jodie gathered information about life experiences and 

identities of the target group. This section presents some key points from this 

research in order to enrich the recommendations this report makes for future 

Queeriosities.  

About the questionnaire sample 

60 people were surveyed on the day, equating to 25% of the audience in attendance.  

 

Half the survey respondents were aged between 15 to 17 years. The youngest 

recorded participant was 13 with the oldest being 28. The dominance of under 18 

year olds at the event was expected, given that opportunities for over 18 year old 

LGBTQI people to engage within the community are much more frequent [i.e. gay 

clubbing, pubs, dance parties]. 

 

About two thirds of the sample identified as female, about one third identified as 

male, with 4 other responses including FTM, MTF and genderqueer. 

 

Young people were generally more likely to be out to friends than they were to be 

out to family / primary carers.  
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How did respondents find out about Queeriosity? 

Of those surveyed 43 identified their friends and/or word of mouth as a central point 

of information regarding community events, with online/social networking sites 

ranked as the second most common source of information. This reflects the value of 

social networking websites like Facebook when marketing community events, as 

such a resource can equally combine the advertising and knowledge transfer aspects 

of marketing with social connectivity and friendship building. 

 

Knowledge of youth services 

Over two thirds of the sample identified as knowing only a little to very little 

information regarding youth services, organisations and queer spaces within their 

community. This is relatively interesting that even though the event was co-hosted 

by Open Doors Youth Service, many young people on the day had no previous 

contact or knowledge of the service.  This may reflect that the advertising of the 

event went way beyond the service users of Open Doors and that this event was able 

to capture a wider audience that were previously unconnected to LGBTQI accessible 

services available to them.  

 

Sexual health and safe sex 

Nearly all survey participants listed that they know enough to a lot about sexual 

health and safe sex. However, from the feedback gained via informal discussions 

with young people, youth workers and service providers it was suggested that more 

information regarding these topics was needed. It is recognised by event organisers 

that sexual health and safe sex information is necessary for creating and maintaining 

safety in any situation where young people may be engaging. As such, ensuring 

sexual health and safe sex education is easily accessible and that information 

providers are engaging is essential to the creation of safer spaces. 

 

This data was collated for the purposes of research into identity and community 

within the context of a queer youth cultural festival. See Appendix J to view the 

survey applied. For further information regarding this research project contact Dr. 

Jodie Taylor at jodie.taylor@griffith.edu.au or see www.griffith.edu.au/ccr 
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 6. Recommendations  
 

Upon reflection of the processes, procedures and initiatives undertaken 

during the planning and delivery of Queeriosity 2010 and the resulting 

outcomes, the following recommendations have been made. It is hoped that 

these recommendations can be utilised to continue and build upon 

Queeriosity as an annual event and encourage, assist and support the 

creation of many more LGBTQI young people specific events in the future. 
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6.1. Recommendations: The Pre-festival Planning Process 

 

Upon reviewing the pre-festival planning processes, procedures and outcomes, the 

following recommendations have been made: 

 

TIME CONSIDERATIONS: Ideally the pre-festival planning processes should 

commence, at minimum, six months prior to the delivery of the event. This 

would allow for consultation processes to begin earlier with the target group 

and in doing enable opportunities for stronger, more trusting working 

partnership to develop with LGBTQI young people. 

 

PROCESSES: As this was the first Queeriosity event to be held, a level of 

uncertainty regarding process and outcomes was inevitable. For future 

directions, greater clarity regarding consultation processes and meeting 

structure would be of benefit, as to ensure greater work efficiency and avoid 

confusion amongst those involved. 

 

ROLE CLARIFICATION: Greater clarification regarding pre-festival planning 

roles and associated responsibilities of each organisational representative 

would be beneficial to avoid confusion and define expectations. 

 

ADVERTISING: Advertising of event should begin, at minimum, one month 

prior to the date, applying a broad array of advertising techniques [I.e. street 

press, online advertising, posters/flyers]. For the target group, online 

advertising has proven to be the most successful and should be valued as the 

most accessible marketing tool for the demographic. 
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6.2. Recommendations: Event delivery and outcomes 

 

Reflecting upon the event itself and the results of the day, the following 

recommendations have been made: 

 

TIME FRAME: Queeriosity 2010 ran from 12pm to 6pm, however by 5pm few 

attendees remained and the last performances were cancelled as a result. This 

may have been reflective of the day the event was held, Sunday, and the limited 

range of public transport options available on such days. In future greater 

consideration should be given to the time frame and day in order to maximise 

attendance and maintain attendee numbers. Saturday is recommended as a 

more appropriate and accessible day. 

 

EVENT LAYOUT: Generally speaking, the layout of the event was suitable. 

However, greater distance between stalls is recommended for the future, with 

Queeriosity 2010’s layout proving to cause communication difficulties between 

attendees and stallholders due to small distance between the main stage and 

stall hub area. Additionally, more consideration of workshop locations and use of 

space is recommended. For example, the space for Vulcana Women’s Circus 

Workshop was situated next to the Stencil Art Workshop. As a result, the fumes 

of the spray-cans were reported as ‘noxious’ and made it difficult for Vulcana to 

work. 

 

VENUE SIZE: Given the popularity of Queeriosity 2010, it is likely that future 

events will attract the same or more numbers of attendees. As such, a larger 

venue is recommended for future endeavours. 

 

SEXUAL HEALTH AND EDUCATION INFORMATION: Greater emphasis on sexual 

health and safe sex is recommended, with a more significant presence of Queer 

sexual health information providers like the Queensland Association of Healthy 

Communities needed. 
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BARBEQUE ZONING: It is recommended that greater distance and more distinct 

zoning be established between the food preparation area and self-service food 

zone in future. This would ensure greater safety of attendees and minimise risks 

of harm. 

 

SECURITY PERSONNEL: Although the need for professional hired security is 

recognised, the staff /participant ratio could be examined in the future. The 

volunteer Event Supervisors monitored the venue at all times.  

 

INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS: The hands-on aspects of the interactive workshops 

were extremely well received by attendees; in particular arts and craft based 

activities. It is strongly recommended that more opportunities like this are 

provided at future events. 

 

FOOD OPTIONS: Of the food provided a considerable amount of meat sausages 

were left over, while no vegan and vegetarian options remained. In future it may 

be benefit to provide more vegan and vegetarian options and reduce the meat 

options. 
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6.3. Recommendations: Future Directions 

 

It is envisaged that Queeriosity 2010 will be the first of many Queeriosity events. The 

following lists some of the ideas that were discussed during the planning that did not 

come to fruition at this year’s event and would be of potential benefit for future 

Queeriosities. 

 

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION: Diversity and 

inclusion must remain as foundations for 

Queeriosities and other LGBTQI youth events 

of the future if such events are to truly 

engage and reflect the wants and needs of all 

LGBTQI young people and thus continue to 

grow. As such, significant consideration must 

be given to further engaging diverse groups 

within the LGBTQI community, such as: 

 

- Indigenous young people 

- Culturally  and linguistically 

diverse young people 

- Young people with disabilities  

- Gender diverse young people [i.e. transgender, genderqueer] 

 

Ensuring the space is also welcoming and safe for young men to access may also 

need additional attention as it was identified that there were more young 

women accessing than young men. 

It is recommended that direct consultation processes be undertaken with 

members of each diverse group identified and that further conversations be had, 

so to ensure that Queeriosities into the future continue to represent the 

diversities of the LGBTQI community.  
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BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING COMMUNITIES: Future events should continue 

to focus on empowering LGBTQI young people to identify, build and strengthen 

their own forms of community. It is acknowledged by event organisers that in 

providing young LGBTQI people with a space to envision and build diverse and 

new forms of community, feelings of resilience, strength, pride, ownership and 

hope can grow.  

 

PEER MENTOR PROGRAM:  This idea was proposed early in Queeriosity 2010’s 

planning; however due to time limitations event organisers were unable to 

instigate this program further. It is recommended that this type of program is 

considered for future events. For example, the stage manager could mentor a 

young person in stage management. Such a program would aim to directly 

engage, empowering, educate, inspire and skill up LGBTQI young people to not 

only create and direct future Queeriosities, but also equip young people to 

create their own initiatives and thus build upon their own community. 

 

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH COMPONENTS: Events such as Queeriosity present 

unique opportunities 

for obtaining 

information regarding 

this specific 

demographic. As such, 

additional research 

components should be 

considered, so to 

better inform future 

event directions. For 

example, collating information regarding where attendees had come from to 

attend Queeriosity 2010 would had been beneficial for identifying marketing gap 

areas. This may be undertaken via a number of means including direct surveying, 

video booth/blogging spaces with targeted questions or in discussion groups. 
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Contact List 

 

Key Organisations 

 

Open Doors Youth Service 

Contact: Sally Morris 

Email: opendoors@opendoors.net.au 

Phone: (07) 3257 7660 

Fax: (07) 3257 7680 

Website: http://www.opendoors.net.au 

 

Queensland Association of Healthy Communities 

Contact: Shane Garvey 

Email: info@qahc.org.au 

Phone: (07) 3017 1777 

Fax: (07) 3852 5200 

Website: http://www.qahc.org.au 

 

Griffith Centre for Cultural Research 

Contact: Dr. Jodie Taylor 

Email: jodie.taylor@griffith.edu.au 

Phone: (07) 3735 4131 

Fax: (07) 3735 4132 

Website: http://www.griffith.edu.au/ccr 
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Venue and Infrastructure 

 

Visible Ink Youth Space [Fortitude Valley] 

Contact: Ryan Foster or Chrissie Nowland 

Email: ryan.foster@brisbane.qld.gov.au 

Phone: 3403 0136 

Fax: (07) 3403 0186 

Website: http://www.visibleink.org 

 

RentAFence [Brisbane] 

Contact: Steve McQueen 

Email: sales@rentafence.com.au 

Phone: 0411 55 44 57 

Fax: (07) 3290 2955 

Website: http://www.rentafence.com.au 

 

Bob’s Stage Hire [Brisbane] 

Email: info@bobshire.com.au 

Phone: (07) 3876 4040 

Fax: (07) 3876 6686 

Website: http://www.bobshire.com.au/ 

 

JRL Sound 

Contact: Bel Ellis 

Email: Bel@jlrsound.com.au 

Phone: (07) 39010796 

Mobile: 0410 389 212 

Website: http://www.jrlsound.com.au 
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Community Organisations, Services and Businesses 

 

Expanded Horizons - QSPACE [Gold Coast] 

Contact: Anna Nash 

Email: a.nash@wmb.org.au 

Phone: (07) 5569 1826 

Fax: (07) 5559 0191 

Website: http://www.qspace.net.au 

 

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays [Brisbane] 

Contact: Margaret Parkhill 

Email: pflagbris@hotmail.com 

Phone: 07 3017 1739 

Fax: (07) 5559 0191 

Website: http://www.pflagbrisbane.org.au/ 

 

Prism [Toowoomba] 

Contact: Nadia Brady 

Email: nadia.brady@gmail.com 

 

QUT Queer Collective [QUT Student Guild] 

Contact: Whitney Church and Sofie Balmanno [Queer Directors] 

Email: queercollective.qut@gmail.com 

Phone: (07) 3138 1666 

Fax: (07) 3138 0627 

Website: http://www.guildonline.net 

 

Metropolitan Community Church  

Contact: Rev. Leigh Neighbour 

Email: revleigh@gmail.com 

Phone: (07) 3891-1388 

Website: http://mccbris.asn.au 
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Gay and Lesbian Welfare Association [GLWA] 

Contact: Mathew Furbank 

Email: secretary@glwa.org.au 

Phone: (07) 3017 1717 

Website: http://www.glwa.org.au 

 

The Brain Injury Association Queensland [BIAQ] 

Contact: Neil Federer 

Email: nfederer@atsecaustralia.com.au 

Website: http://braininjury.org.au 

 

Brisbane Rape and Incest Survivors Support Centre [BRISSC] 

Contact: Heidi Bone 

Email: heidi@brissc.org.au 

Phone: 07 3391 2573 

Website: http://www.brissc.org.au 

 

Relationships Australia (QLD) 

Contact: Chris Jones 

Email: cjones@relateqld.com.au 

Phone: (07) 3423 6972 

Website: http://www.relationships.com.au 

 

Sun State Roller Girls 

Contact: Nicky Ennever 

Email: info@sunstaterollergirls.com 

Website: http://sunstaterollergirls.com 

 

Brisbane Forest Ratbagz Collective 

Contact: Erica Newby 

Email: mountaingrrl@riseup.net 
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7. Appendices 
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1.  

Appendix A: Queeriosity 2010 Budget 

 

QUEERIOSITY BUDGET 2010 
          

          

Infrastructure COST Paid by Supplied by 
Paid 
Y/N 

          

Venue Hire 0.00   Visible Ink NA 

Stage Hire 327.27 
Open 
Doors Bob's Hire Y 

BBQs for cooking 0.00   Open Doors & QAHC NA 

Security guards 795.77 
Open 
Doors Best security company Y 

          

Entertainment         

          

Aunty Dawn 2Spirit welcome to country 100.00 CPCI   Y 

Edge of Colour (band) 200.00 
Open 
Doors   Y 

Anarchist Duck (band) 200.00 CPCI   Y 

Evelyn Hartog (drag) 100.00 CPCI   Y 

Ofa (solo act) 100.00 CPCI   Y 

Abril Latrene (drag) 100.00 CPCI   Y 

Open Doors peformers 0.00     NA 

Robin Wittika (MC) 250.00 CPCI   Y 

DJ Ish 100.00 CPCI   Y 

Stage manager (Tiara) 200.00 CPCI   Y 

Assistant stage manager (Shane) 0.00 QAHC   NA 

Film screening 19.95 
Open 
Doors   Y 

          

Audio visual requirements         

          

CDJ - Pioneer 1000's 88.00 CPCI Skypac Y 

DJM 600 mixer 88.00 CPCI Skypac Y 

JBL EON Self powered speaker 55.00 CPCI Skypac Y 

          

2 powered subs 300.00 
Open 
Doors JRL Y 

Front of house speakers - 1000 watts total         

2 foldbacks (FBT)         

8 channel Mixer plus digital FX unit         

CDJ (imitation) player - also holds an Ipod or Iphone and 
can be switched between CD & IPod/IPhone         

Microphones - 2 Shure Sm58's plus assortment of vocal 
and instrument mics (JTS)         
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1 x wireless microphone         

1 x 2 channel basic DJ mixer          

Advertising / promotion         

          

Queensland pride editorial 0.00     NA 

Q News editorial / ad 380.00 QAHC   Y 

Scene, Time Off and Rave listing 0.00     NA 

Same.Same feature article and add 0.00     NA 

Face book 0.00     NA 

Poster distribution 316.00 Poster Bill  Poster Bill NA 

Poster printing 418.00 Griffith Uni Paradigm Y 

Poster design 50.00 
Open 
Doors Jet / Gerwyn Y 

Scene pics 0.00     NA 

Viral advertising via Open Doors and CPCI 0.00     NA 

          

Workshops         

          

Queer skateboarding 0.00   Amanda Eve Dean NA 

Stencil Art / graffiti Workshop 60.00 CPCI Emma Bertildo Y 

Badge making 0.00   QUT NA 

Vulcana Circus  302.50 CPCI Vulcana Y 

Zine making 0.00   PRISM NA 

Qspace Stress ball creations 0.00   Qspace NA 

Gender and sexuality forum 0.00   Jodie/Sue/Anaris/Linda NA 

          

Stationary / Miscilaneous         

          

Survey printing  0.00   CPCI NA 

Poster decoration printing 40.00 
Open 
doors Office Works Y 

Clear plastic holders 66.23 
Open 
doors   Y 

Lanyards 0.00   Nova NA 

Blue Tack 2.15 CPCI   Y 

2 x Masking tape rolls @ 3.29 each 6.58 CPCI   Y 

BBQ cleaning wipes 13.47 CPCI   Y 

1 box of gloves for cleaning 5.99 CPCI   Y 

2 x pack of chux cleaning cloths @ 1.99 each 3.98 CPCI   Y 

Multipurpose cleaning spray 2.69 CPCI   Y 

1 box of food preparation gloves 6.99 CPCI   Y 

4 x 6 pack toilet paper @ 2.87 each 11.48 CPCI   Y 

4 x 10 pack of council bin bags @ 4.99 each 19.96 CPCI   Y 

Program printing 400 A5 pages 0.00   CPCI NA 

Festival survey printing 360 A4 pages 0.00   CPCI NA 

Streamers for decoration 1.98 CPCI   Y 
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Beach ball for chill space 3.98 CPCI   Y 

Balloons 3.99 CPCI   Y 

Foldable x-large boxes 6.00 CPCI   Y 

4 x foil oven trays 8.00 CPCI   Y 

3 piece plastic chopping board and knives 13.00 CPCI   Y 

BBQ lighter 2.99 CPCI   Y 

3 plastic table covers 6.00 CPCI   Y 

Sunscreen 18.90 CPCI   Y 

Collective milscilaneous meeting costs 59.90 CPCI   Y 

Fuel for Whitney travel to coast 55.40 
Open 
Doors   Y 

          

          

          

Food         

          

30 Kg sausages 0.00     NA 

12 Lettus 0.00     NA 

1 case of tomatos 0.00     NA 

150 Vego patties and gluten free wraps 0.00     NA 

Onions 15.00 
Open 
Doors   Y 

3 x Mars bars fun packs for survey rewards 11.37 CPCI   Y 

          

          

Coles order         

Coles hamburger buns 6pk x 25 @ 2.40 each 60.00 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

Coles hot dog buns 6pk x 34 @ $2.40 each 81.60 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

Masterfoods tomato sauce 920ml 4.19 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

Masterfoods BBQ sauce 920ml 4.19 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

2 x Mustard @ 3.99 each 7.98 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

Fountain Sweet Chilli sauce 500ml 2.69 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

Coles canola oil cooking spray 400ml 2.59 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

Coles brand paper towel 2pk x 4 @ $1.50 each 6.00 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

Coles brand paper plates 20pk x 20 @ $1.49 each 29.80 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

Starburst lolliepops (8 per packet) x 6 @ $2 each 12.00 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

Cadbury special treats fun size chocolates x 6 @ 2 for $7 21.00 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

2 x 24pk coke cans @ 22.79 each 45.58 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

2 x 24pk coke zero cans @ 22.79 each 45.58 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

2 x 24pk Schweppes lemonade cans @ $12 each 24.00 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

3 x 24pk Sunkist cans @ 12 each 36.00 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

3 x 24pk Solo cans @ 12 each  36.00 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

Coles spring water 350ml 24pk x 13 @ $9.29 each 120.07 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

8 x 4kg bagged ice @ 2.35 each 18.80 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 

4 x 24pk Pepsi cans @ $12 each 48.00 CPCI Coles New Farm Y 
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Volunteer meeting catering costs 120.00 QAHC Sub-Boys Y 

Volunteer meeting drinks 35.41 QAHC   Y 

          

Ice on the day - James pickup 80.00 CPCI   Y 

          

TOTAL $5,778.00       

          

          

Total spending available to Open Doors  $1,000.00       

Total spent by Open Doors  $1,869.62       

          

Total spending available to Griffith Uni  $5,000.00       

Total spent by Griffith Uni  $3,056.97       

 



 

Appendix B: Risk Assessment 

 

Risk Assessment 

 
Risk levels: 

 
1 – Very high risk 2 – High risk 3 – Moderate risk 4 – Minor risk 
 
Priority Hazard Location Risk 

Level 
Prevention/Response Measures 

1 Alcohol/Alcohol 
use 

Festival space 3 • Queeriosity’s safe space policy will be outlined 
on the front gate for all attendees to view, 

outlining that attendees entering Queeriosity 
are making an agreement to respect and 
adhere to this policy. 

• Security guards, door supervisors and all other 
supervisors within festival space will be mindful 
of this risk at all times and remain vigilant of 
potential alcohol usage.  

• Supervisors will be instructed to deny entry to 
anyone attempting to violate the Safer Space 
Policy of Queeriosity in this way. 

• Person(s) will only be allowed entry into the 
Queeriosity space if alcohol is removed from 

their possession.  



 

• If intoxicated, person(s) will be denied entry to 
the event. 

• Person(s) found possessing alcohol within the 
space will be addressed immediately. 

• If person(s) possessing alcohol are intoxicated, 
the risk of harm will be assessed and 

appropriate action will be implemented.  

o If intoxicated person(s) risk the safety 
of others, they will be evicted from the 

premises by security personnel. 
o If intoxicated person(s) are at risk to 

themselves, appropriate action will be 

taken to reduce this risk. 

 
2 Drugs/Drug use Festival space 3 • Queeriosity’s safe space policy will be outlined 

on the front gate for all attendees to view, 

outlining that attendees entering Queeriosity 
are making an agreement to respect and 

adhere to this policy. 

• Security guards, door supervisors and all other 
supervisors within festival space will be mindful 
of this potential risk at all times and remain 
vigilant of potential drug usage.  

• Supervisors will be instructed to deny entry to 
anyone attempting to violate the Safer Space 
Policy of Queeriosity and will ask anyone found 

possessing such substances to leave the 
premise immediately. 



 

• If person(s) are at risk of harm due to 
consumption, an ambulance will be called 
immediately and first aid implemented. 

• If person(s) risk the safety of others due to 
consumption of such substances, they will be 
addressed by security personnel, with risk of 
police intervention. 

 
3 Tripping over - 

injuries 
Festival space 3 • Assessment of tripping hazards will be 

conducted by an assigned Supervisor prior to 

the festival taking place, with action 

undertaken where risk is identified. 
• All cords and cables will be taped down or 

placed in locations of minimal/no risk.   

• If injury does occur, first aid treatment will be 
available.  

• If injury is serious, an ambulance will be called 
immediately. 

4 Skateboarding 
Workshop - 
injuries 

Workshop space 3 • Workshop will be supervised by QAHC 
employee, Amanda Dean, who has previously 

run skateboarding classes and is highly 

experienced in the sport.  

• Safety gear (helmet and pads) will be worn by 
all attendees at all times.  

• An additional volunteer will be in place to 
oversee workshop.  

• Numbers of participants will be restricted to no 
more than 5 at any one time. 



 

5 Inappropriate 

behaviour -
violence/aggressio
n/discrimination  

Festival space 3 • Festival space will be supervised by volunteers 
at all times, in all areas. 

• If violent/aggressive behaviour is noted, 
attendees will be asked to leave immediately. 

• If attendee refuses, Police Liaison Officer Bec 
Johnson or Security Guards will be asked to 

assist, with potential Fortitude Valley police 

intervention. 

• Queeriosity’s safe space policy will be outlined 
on the front gate for all attendees to view, 
outlining that attendees entering Queeriosity 

are making an agreement to respect and 

adhere to this policy. 
 

6 Spraypaint 

workshop – using 

paint 
inappropriately 

Workshop space 4 • Workshop will be supervised by Emma 
Bertoldi, who has extensive spray-painting 

experienced. 

• An additional volunteer will be in place to 
oversee workshop. 

• If inappropriate behaviour is noted, attendee 
will be asked to leave workshop space. 

• If behaviour is severe, attendee will be asked 
to leave festival space. 
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Appendix C: Supervisor Information Booklet  

 

 

Queeriosity:  
Supervisor Information Booklet 
 

 

 

 

April 18, 2010 
Visible Ink Youth Space 

54 Berwick St 

Fortitude Valley 
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On behalf of Open Doors Youth Service, Griffith University and 

QAHC, we would like to extend a big thank you for volunteering your 

time to Queeriosity. 

 

We know that without your contributions we would be unable to hold 

this important event and greatly appreciate your willingness to be 

involved in the day.  
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What is Queeriosity? 
 

Queeriosity is a joint project between Open Doors Youth Service, Griffith University 

Centre for Public Culture and Ideas and Queensland Association of Healthy 

Communities (QAHC) to deliver a LGBTQI youth cultural festival during National 

Youth Week 2010.  

 

This festival will aim to provide an opportunity for LGBTQI young people to 

positively represent themselves, access information and LGBTQI support services 

and connect with the broader LGBTQI communities. 

 

Through this festival, it is aimed that LGBTQI young people will be able to 

experience LGBTQI culture and communities in a safe and supportive environment, 

develop sense of belonging and experience social connectedness. 

 

 

Justification 
 

In our imperfect and often intolerant society, many people suffer discrimination 

and abuse on the basis of their sexual orientation or gender identity. The stresses 

associated with managing a minority identity are great, and research conducted by 

QAHC (2009) shows there is a strong link between experiences of discrimination 

and abuse and drug and alcohol misuse, with usage being two-to four-folds higher 

in the LGBTQI community than in the heterosexual community.  

 

As a result, LGBTQI people are often represented by the wounds of their 

difference—victimisation, isolation and shame. These negative impressions 

pervade public narratives of queer life, leaving very little room for alternative 

accounts of positive selfhood, vibrant communities, rich cultural practices, 

attainment of happiness and social connectedness.  

 

The key aims of the event are: 

 
• To provide young LGBTQI people with a safe and queer positive place to meet and 

socialise with the broader LGBTQI community in a drug and alcohol free 

environment. 

• To facilitate knowledge transfer, especially in terms of LGBTQI specific knowledge 

regarding safe sexual practice, drug and alcohol education and available outreach 

and support programs. 

• To promote healthy LGBTQI lifestyles. 

• To provide marginalised youth with the opportunity to become involved in the 

community through the organisation of the festival.  

• To encourage self-esteem building through creative activities and community 

participation.  

• To encourage a sense of leadership, achievement and belonging among LGBTQI 

young people. 

• To facilitate community cohesion across generations through mentorship, positive 

social engagements and collaborative project management and coordination. 
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Queeriosity Festival Program 
 

 
 

STAGE 
 

TIMES 
 

WORKSHOPS 
LOCATIONS & 

SESSION  TIMES 
 

Aunty Dawn 

Welcome to 

Country 

 

1:00pm 

 

 

 

Queer Skate Classes 

 

Car park 

12:00pm-1:00pm 

1:30pm–6:00pm 

Gagalicious 

 
Mischka 

 

Will & Emma 

 

 
1:15pm 

 

 
Stencil Art Workshop 

 

Car park 
[Live demo] 

1:15pm-2:00pm 
[Classes] 

2:00pm-6:00pm 

 

Ofa 

 

1:45pm 

Open Discussion Forum 
A collective discussion on genders and 

sexualities - where everyBODY is 
welcome & no question is  too 

OUTrageous 

Meeting room 

 

2pm-3pm 

 

Evelyn Hartogh 

 

2:15pm 

 

Queer Short-Shorts Theatre 

 

Meeting room 
[Queer Shorts] 

1:15pm-2:00pm 
[But I’m A 

Cheerleader] 

4:00pm-5:00pm 

 

Anarchist Duck 

 

 

2:45pm 

 

Vulcana Circus Workshop 

Car park 

2:30pm-4:30pm 

 

Abril Latrene 

 

3:45pm 

 

Edge Of Colour 

 

 

4:00pm 

 

DJ Ish 

 

 

5:00pm 

 
***Please note, all workshops, stalls and 

entertainers will be requested to pause during 

Welcome To Country.*** 

 

ALL DAY WORKSHOPS 
• Open Doors Beading Bonanza 

� QUT Queer Badgemaking 

� PRISM Zine Hub 
� QSPACE Stressball Creations 
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OPEN DOORS YOUTH SERVICE INC. 

 
WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY 

 
 
 
As an Open Doors Youth Service event, the following 
Workplace Health and Safety Policy is to be acknowledged and/or upheld 

by Queeriosity Supervisors: 
 

 

i. Open Doors and Queeriosity supervisors are committed to ensuring 
the health, safety and welfare of the working environment for its 

staff, volunteers, students, young people, contractors and visitors.  

 

 
ii. Open Doors recognises its obligations to ensure that its employees, 

students, volunteers, visitors and contractors are not exposed to 

risks to their health and safety arising out of their conduct of Open 
Doors operations 

 

 
iii. Open Doors and Queeriosity supervisors recognise their obligations  

and duty of care to ensure that all young people that access 

Queeriosity are not exposed to risks to their health and safety out of 

their contact with our organisation  
 

 

iv. Open Doors and Queeriosity supervisors further endeavours to 
ensure that their operations do not place the public and wider 

community at risk of injury or illness. 
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Safety Procedures 
 
In entering the Queeriosity space, all attendees, volunteers, performers 
and stall-holders agree to the below Safer Space policy. If violation of this 

policy occurs, person/s risk eviction from the Queeriosity space for the 
continuation of the event. 

 

Queeriosity: Safer Space Policy 
 

� Queeriosity is a drug and alcohol free space. 
 

� No discriminatory, aggressive or violent behaviour will 

be tolerated in the Queeriosity space. 

 

� All people within the Queeriosity space have the right 

to feel safe, secure and comfortable. Any behaviour 

that compromises this right will not be tolerated. 

 
If behaviour that violates the Safer Space Policy is witnessed, this must be 

addressed immediately by Queeriosity Supervisors.  
 

The following process should be applied to such violations: 
 

1. Address inappropriate behaviour with person(s) responsible. 

2. Explain that such behaviour is a violation of the Safer Space Policy and continuation 

of this behaviour will result in removal of person(s) from the space. 

3. If person(s) fails to recognise that this behaviour is inappropriate and/or is unwilling 

to stop such behaviour, contact a Safety Supervisor or the Police Liaison Officer 

(PLO), Rebecca Johnson, directly. 

 
If behaviour is regarded as severe or has the potential to endanger the 

safety of others, immediately contact the Security Personnel, Safety 

Supervisors or the Police Liaison Officer. 
 

  
 

  First Aid Kits will be located at the Open Doors stall. 

 

 

 

In an emergency, call: 000 (triple zero) 
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Queeriosity Supervisors - Roles and Responsibilities 
 

Door Supervisor  
 
Supervise Queeriosity’s main entry and exit point, welcoming 

attendees as they enter and distributing festival programs. 
Supervisors in this role must be vigilant that person/s entering the 

space adhere to Queeriosity’s Safer Space Policy and, in doing so, 
have the right to deny entry to any members of the community that 

they feel may violate this policy.  

 
Vegetarian BBQ Supervisor 

 
Maintain vegetarian food provision, cook vegie patties/onion on BBQ 
and serve food/drink to attendees. Supervisors are expected to 

ensure the BBQ and stall space remains clean and that appropriate 
safety measures are implemented at all times to prevent injury (i.e. 

burns). 

 
Meat BBQ Supervisor  

 

Maintain meat food provision, cook sausages on BBQ, serve 

food/drink to attendees. Supervisors are expected to ensure the BBQ 
and stall space remains clean and that appropriate safety measures 

are implemented at all times to prevent injury (i.e. burns). 

 
Outside Workshop Supervisor  

 

Supervise outdoor workshop space (skateboarding, spray painting, 

circus), ensuring all attendees are safe by preventing, where 
possible, inappropriate, unsafe or risky behaviour. Supervisors of 

this space must remain vigilant of materials used in workshops (i.e. 

spray cans), ensuring that no materials are removed from the 
designated workshop space or used in an inappropriate way. 

Supervisors will also assist Workshop Coordinators to ensure 
Workshops run in an orderly fashion, ensuring numbers of 
participants do not exceed agreed Workshop capacities. 

 
Queer Theatre Supervisors 

 

Supervisors will be responsible for the running of the Queer Short 
Shorts Theatre. This role includes monitoring numbers 

entering/exiting the theatre space, loading films on the 

laptop/projector and ensuring this space remains safe for all 

attendees. Supervisors must be able to appropriately address any 
unsafe or inappropriate behaviour within this area. 
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Security Personnel 

 
Two professional security personnel will be undertaking the role of 

Safety Supervisors within the Queeriosity space. Safety Supervisors 
are required to monitor the space and address behaviour, which 
violates the Safer Space Policy.  

 
 

Festival Floaters 

 
 

Safety Supervisors  

 

This role requires supervisors to tend to any area within the 
Queeriosity space at any time. Supervisors will be expected to assist 

any attendees, stall holders, performers or other supervisors with 

any queries they may have. 
 

 

Front of Stage Supervisor  

 
This role involves the monitoring of the front of stage area of 

Queeriosity, ensuring this space remains safe for all attendees. 

Supervisors must be able to appropriately address any unsafe or 
inappropriate behaviour within this area. Supervisors will also be 

expected to assist attendees with any queries they might have. 
 
Stall Hub/Entry-way Supervisors  

 
This role involves the monitoring of the front of stage area of 

Queeriosity, ensuring these spaces remain safe for all attendees. 

Supervisors must be able to appropriately address any unsafe or 
inappropriate behaviour within this area. Supervisors will also be 

expected to assist attendees with any queries they might have. 

 

 
Lobby/Meeting Rooms/Toilets Supervisor  
 

 
This role involves the monitoring of Queeriosity’s inside lobby, 

meeting rooms and toilets, ensuring these spaces remain safe for all 

attendees. Supervisors must be able to appropriately address any 
unsafe or inappropriate behaviour within these areas. Supervisors 

will also be expected to assist attendees with any queries they might 

have. 
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Fire Emergency Plan 

 
 

 
In the case of an emergency evacuation, Safety Supervisors will contact 

emergency services immediately by phone on: 000 (TRIPLE ZERO) 

 

 

 

Evacuation Process 

 
 

At all times when a fire warning is given or hearing the fire alarm 
tone ‘whoop whoop’, Supervisors are to prepare to evacuate: 

 

• Supervisors will gather attendees within their designated 

areas. 

• Collectively, supervisors and attendees will move to the 

gathering point (front of Visible Ink car park) via the 

emergency exits to await instructions from Safety 

Supervisors. 

 

 

If instructed to evacuate, you are to: 

 

• Move directly to the Assembly Area [Judith Wright Centre, 

top of Berwick St], or as directed by Safety Supervisors. 

 

Safety Supervisors are to ensure that all attendees and supervisors 

exit the building safely and move efficiently to the Assembly Area. 
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Visible Ink Floor Plan 
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Key Contact Numbers 

 

 

 
Emergency Contacts 

 
Emergency services – 000  
 

Fortitude Valley Police Beat - 3131 1200 

 

 
   

 
Queeriosity Organisers 

 
Jodie Taylor (Griffith University) - 

 

Whitney Church (Open Doors)  
 

Sally Morris (Open Doors)  

 

Shane Garvey (QAHC)  
 

Tiara (Stage Manager)  

 
Cherry Waldron (Open Doors) 
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Appendix D: Queer Youth Committee - Pre-festival survey 

 

Queeriosity: Pre-Festival Survey 
 
How old are you? __________________________ 
 
Are you currently : (Please circle all relevant) at High school    at 
University    
Work full-time Work part-time  Unemployed  Unable to 
work 
 
How would you describe your sex? (Please circle) 
 
Female   Male   FTM   MTF 
Intersex  Unspecified  Unsure   Other (please specify) 
____________ 
 
How would you describe your gender? (Please circle) 
Feminine  Masculine  Androgynous  Butch 
 Femme 
Genderqueer  Unspecified  Unsure   Other (please specify) 
____________ 
 
How would you describe your sexual identity? (Please circle) 
 
Gay   Lesbian     Bisexual     Queer     Unsure Other (please specify) 
____________ 
 
Do you identify with an ethnic group? (eg: Polynesian, Indigenous Australian, 
Italian etc) 
 
 
What communities do you feel you belong to? 
 
 
 
 
In what ways do you socially participate in LGBTIQ culture? (Please tick all that 
are relevant) 
� Through Open Doors     � Attending Pride  � Going to 
clubs 
� Going to LGBTIQ specific parties  � University collectives � Social 
networking 
 
� Others (please specify) 
______________________________________________________________________
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Which of the following music genres do you like? (Please tick as many as you like) 
 
� Punk                        � Hardcore  � Emo          � Metal 
� Rock   � Pop/Top 40  � Musical Theatre � Spoken Word 
� Indie/Alternative    � Folk   � Jazz   � Classical 
 � Country 
� Dance music  � Electro  � Reggae/Dub � Hip Hop 
 � RnB  
 
Is there something missing above? Tell us what: 
 
 
 
 
What forms of entertainment would interest you? (Please tick as many as you 
like) 
� Live music           � DJs                  � Drag / cabaret       � Magic 
acts/magicians 
� Dance  � Mime / statuing    � Theatre performance    � Circus 
performance 
 
Got some other ideas? 
 
 
 
Which of the following activities would interest you? (Please tick as many as you 
like) 
 
� Badge making    � Spray painting/graffiti/stencil art 
� Skateboarding classes/demos  � Photography (Photobooth) 
� Bracelet/jewellery making   � Zine design/making 
� Jumping castle    � Gender/sexuality group discussions 
 
If there is an activity that interests you, let us know!  
 
 
 
 
What kinds of food/beverage do you like? (Please tick as many as you like) 
 
� BBQ meat sausages/burgers 
� Vegetarian BBQ (veggie sausages/burgers) 
� Soft drinks 
� Slurpees 
� Fairy floss 
� Ice-cream 
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Got other food/beverages in mind?    
 
 
 
 
Which of the following topics would you like to know more about? 
(Please tick as many as you like!) 
 
� Sexual health/safe sex 
� Alcohol 
� Drugs 
� Queer/queer-friendly Brisbane businesses 
� Youth organisations/services 
� Political activism (e.g. same-sex marriage rights, human rights) 
� Universities (e.g. Queer spaces/collectives) 
 
Is there anything else you’d like to know more about? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How do you usually find out about what’s going on in the LGBTIQ communities 

around Brisbane? (Please tick all relevant) 

 
� Street press      � Friends/word of mouth 
� Online / social networking sites   � Poster advertising 
� Through services eg: Open Doors   � Other (please specify) 
_______________  
 
Something missing?  
Tell us what YOU want! This is your festival! Got an idea of what YOU want to 
see, hear, do?…  
 
Tell us all about it: 
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Appendix E: Samesame.com.au Article 

 

Curious Queeriosity 

By Mudley, 13th April, 2010 

 

Brisbane’s very own Queer Youth Festival Queeriosity kicks off this Sunday. The free 

event is aimed towards 16-25 year olds and will be an alcohol/drug free event and 

also feature an exciting range of performers and workshops. 

 

Queeriosity was the brainchild of Griffith University’s Dr Jodie Taylor. Jodie 

completed her PhD titled Playing it Queer: Understanding Queer Gender, Sexual and 

Musical Praxis in a ‘New’ Musicological Context in 2008 and is currently in the process 

of completing her first book around the themes of her doctoral work. She has also 

worked as a sessional lecturer at the Queensland Conservatorium, Griffith University 

where she taught in areas relating to the aesthetics and theory of music technology 

and as well as popular music, gender and sexuality. 

 

Same Same caught up with Jodie to find out more about Queeriosity and how the 

project came about. 

 

SS: You seem to be an extremely busy individual – what inspired you to create the 

Queeriosity event? 

JT: Fundamentally, Queeriosity is a response to the lack of social spaces available to 

younger LGBTIQQ people. But firstly, let me begin by saying that Queeriosity is not 

something I ‘created’. It’s a joint project between Griffith University, Open Doors 

Youth Service and QAHC, and it wouldn’t have been possible without the hard work 

of community members who operate within these organisations and the support of 

volunteer community members who have given their time on the day and businesses 

that have generously donated to the event. 

 

Personally, I’ve been a member of Brisbane’s queer community for most of my adult 

life, and both personally and professionally the community has given me a great deal. 
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As an academic I’ve spent a lot of time researching and writing about queer culture 

and Brisbane’s queer community has helped me enormously through sharing their 

music, dance spaces and stories with me and I’ve always felt that I wanted to give 

something back. But Queeriosity is much bigger than this. It’s about the need to 

create spaces for young people to connect with queer cultures and communities. 

 

SS: Youth participants from Open Doors have been involved in the organisation of the 

event, what has it been like working with them? 

JT: I’ve been stunned by the energy and enthusiasm that many of the young people 

have exhibited. We have some young people from Open Doors performing on the 

day, another highly talented young person designed the poster, many others have 

offered their input in terms of programming and, I really have to mention that this 

whole event wouldn’t have come together so well if it wasn’t for the exceptional 

efforts of Whitney who is an amazing young woman doing her student placement 

with Open Doors.    

 

SS: What processes and ideas have gone into selecting the performers, workshops and 

activities? 

JT: In consultation with young people from Open Doors, we’ve tried to program the 

event with the aim of representing the variety of cultural styles and bents the make 

up the queer community. Our aim has been to offer young people a chance to 

experience some of Brisbane’s best queer and alternative talent; to give young queer 

people the chance to parade their talents; and, in terms of the workshops and 

activities on offer—circus, skate boarding, graffiti, zine making etc—to encourage 

creative participation in queer culture.    

 

SS: Is it a challenge to reach the under 25 LGBTQ community and make them aware of 

the event? 

JT: Given that the majority of places in which queer people gather and socialise are 

bars and nightclubs which, a) preclude people who are under 18, b) are implicitly 

linked to alcohol and drug-taking, d) only accommodate a narrow range of social 

activities and d) usually cost money to attend, an event like this one is not only 

important, but has attracted a lot of attention from young people because it is 

different. 
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Getting the word out hasn’t been too difficult. The queer press have been supportive, 

Post Bill has done all our poster distribution for free which is amazing, and then 

there’s face book of course. 

 

SS: In what way will you follow up or evaluate the event?  And are you hoping for 

another Queeriosity in 2011? 

JT: From my perspective, this event is both an opportunity for the young queer 

people to socialise, celebrate and connect, and an opportunity for me to explore 

queer youth identities and cultures as a researcher. I’m going to be running a gender 

and sexuality discussion forum on the day and I’ll be doing a few more dull things like 

surveying to find out what young people think about a variety of topics like gender, 

sexuality, culture and politics as it is really important that their opinions and attitudes 

are recorded as part of Brisbane’s queer cultural history. 

 

If this event is a success I intend to do my best to get more funding so that we have 

the capacity to run a Queeriosity II. 

 

Queeriosity - a free queer youth extravaganza of art, music, culture and community… 

created by, and for, sexually & gender diverse young people, under 25 – a joint 

project between Open Doors Youth Service, Queensland Assoication of Healthy 

Communities and Griffith University. 

 

Featuring DJs / Dance troupes / Drag shows / Cabaret including Mischka, 

Gagalicicious, Will & Emma, Kristy Apps, Evelyn Hartogh, Anarchist Duck, Anna Mae, 

Edge Of Colour, DJ Ish.   Also featuring interactive arts workshops/demonstrations 

including Queer Skateboarding, Stencil Art Workshop, Deconstruction Forum, Queer 

Shorts Theatre, Vulcana Women’s Circus.   Free meat/vego BBQ for all attendees 

plus an array of community market-stalls. 

 

Queeriosity is a drug, alcohol and discrimination free space.  

Visible Ink Youth Space, 54 Berwick St Fortitude Valley. April 18 from 12-6pm. 

More info at: www.opendoors.net.au 
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Appendix F: Queeriosity Poster created by Olliver Seyaz 
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Appendix G: Stallholder Application Form / Cover Letter 

 

Dear Colleague, 
 
 
Open Doors, in partnership with Griffith University Centre of Public Culture and Ideas and the 
Queensland Association of Healthy Communities (QAHC), are planning a one-day event for 
LGBTQ young people as part of National Youth Week in Brisbane.  The event will take the 
form of a live entertainment festival and will accommodate performances from a variety of 
queer community members in areas such as music, dance, deejaying, drag, cabaret, 
performance art etc.  It is our intention to secure a variety of performers who represent the 
diversity of our community in terms of sexual orientation, gender identity, age and ethnicity.  
The event will take place on Sunday 18 April, 12pm-6pm, at Visible Ink Youth Space, Fortitude 
Valley. 
 
Our aim is for LGBTQ young people to come together in a safe and supportive environment to 
experience LGBTQ culture in a positive light and develop a sense of belonging, possibly for the 
first time.  To help achieve this we plan to create a “community marketplace” where other 
organisations can keep stalls providing information on what services they can / do offer to 
LGBTQ young people.  We believe your organisation is right for this event and hope that not 
only will you be able, but that you will be willing to attend and keep a stall. 
 
Alternatively, your organisation may wish to participate by other means (e.g. workshops). If this 
is the case, please feel free to contact a coordinator with any ideas or suggestions you may 
have. 
 
Attached is a copy of our event overview as well as an expression of interest form. If you are 
interested in being part of this event please complete the form and return it to us as soon as 
possible.  If you would like to speak to a coordinator regarding this event please do not hesitate 
to contact Whitney Church or James Anderson on 3257 7660 or via email 
opendoors@opendoors.net.au 
 
  
Regards, 
 
The Queerosity Team  
Open Doors Youth Service 
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Queeriosity 
A National Youth Week event for LGBTQ young people 
 
Sunday 18 April 2010, 12pm – 6pm 
Visible Ink - 54 Berwick St, Fortitude Valley 
 
 
 
Organisation   
Key Contact   
Address   
   
   
Telephone   
Email   
 
 
Name(s) of who will represent your organisation on the day (if known at this time) 
 

 

 
 

 
Please provide us with a brief outline of the services you provide. 

 
 

 
Please provide us with details of what information and equipment you will have on display 
(i.e. posters, leaflets, banners, tables, marquees etc) 
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Appendix H: Festival program 

 

Queeriosity Festival Program 
 

 
 

STAGE 
 

TIMES 
 

WORKSHOPS 
LOCATIONS & 

SESSION  TIMES 
 

Aunty Dawn 

Welcome to 

Country 

 

1:00pm 

 

 

 

Queer Skate Classes 

 

Car park 

12:00pm-1:00pm 

1:30pm–6:00pm 

Gagalicious 

 

Mischka 

 

Will & Emma 

 

 

1:15pm 

 

 

Stencil Art Workshop 

 

Car park 
[Live demo] 

1:15pm-2:00pm 
[Classes] 

2:00pm-6:00pm 

 

Ofa 

 

1:45pm 

Open Discussion Forum 
A collective discussion on genders and 

sexualities - where everyBODY is 
welcome & no question is  too 

OUTrageous 

Meeting room 

 

2pm-3pm 

 

Evelyn Hartogh 

 

2:15pm 

 

Queer Short-Shorts Theatre 

 

Meeting room 
[Queer Shorts] 

1:15pm-2:00pm 
[But I’m A 

Cheerleader] 

4:00pm-5:00pm 

 

Anarchist Duck 

 

 

2:45pm 

 

Vulcana Circus Workshop 

Car park 

2:30pm-4:30pm 

 

Abril Latrene 

 

3:45pm 

 

Edge Of Colour 

 

 

4:00pm 

 

DJ Ish 

 

 

5:00pm 

 

ALL DAY WORKSHOPS 
• Open Doors Beading Bonanza 

� QUT Queer Badgemaking 

� PRISM Zine Hub 
� QSPACE Stressball Creations 
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Appendix I: Post-festival Formal Feedback Form  

 

Queeriosity – Feedback Form 
A National Youth Week event for LGBTQ young people 
 
 
Name: ________________________________ 
 
Volunteer Role: ____________________________ 

 
 
Pre-festival Organisation and Communication Processes 
 

 
How did your organisation first hear about Queeriosity? 

 

 

 

 

How effectively do you feel the Queeriosity team communicated with you 

leading up to the event? (Please highlight response) 
 

Very effectively      Effectively      Satisfactorily     Poorly 

 
 
 
 

How do you feel this could be improved upon in the future? 

 

 

 

 

 

How helpful and clear did you find the information provided to you (i.e. 

role definition, organisational policy, safety procedures) by the 

Queeriosity team? (Please highlight response) 

 
Very helpful/clear    Generally helpful/clear      Somewhat confusing    Very confusing 

 

 

What details, if any, do you believe were missing from the 

information provided to you by the Queeriosity team? 
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Please provide any further feedback you might have on the pre-festival 

organisational processes and communications: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Festival Processes and Procedures 
 
 
At the festival, how efficient did you find the organisational processes and 

procedures? (Please highlight response) 

 
Very efficient      Fairly efficient        Satisfactory        Inefficient 

 

 

How do you feel this could be improved upon? 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

What aspects of Queeriosity would you regard as most successful and 

why? 
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What aspects of Queeriosity would you regard as least successful and 

why? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
How safe did you find the Queeriosity space to be for the target group? 

(Please highlight response) 

 
Very safe      Relatively Safe      Somewhat unsafe      Very unsafe 

 

 

 
How engaging do you believe the Queeriosity space/activities were for 

the target group? (Please highlight response) 

  
Very engaging     Generally engaging    Somewhat engaging    Not engaging  

 
 

 
Please provide any further feedback you might have on the festival 

organisational processes, activities, target group or space/atmosphere: 
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The future of Queeriosity 
 

 
Would you be interested contributing to Queeriosity again? (Please 

highlight response) 
 
 

Yes              No              Maybe 
 
 
 
 

What would you like to see at the next Queeriosity festival? 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please provide any further feedback about Queeriosity that you might 

have:  
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Appendix J: Event Research Survey - Griffith University for Cultural 

Research 

 

Queer Youth Identity, Community and Culture  

Questionnaire 

 

1. How old are you? ______________ 

 

2. Are you currently: (Please circle all relevant) at High school    at 

University / TAFE 

Work full-time Work part-time  Unemployed   Unable to 

work 

 

3. How would you describe your racial/ethnic background? 

 

 

 

4. How would you describe your sex? (Please circle) 

 

Female   Male   FTM   MTF 

Intersex  Unspecified  Unsure   Other (please specify) 

____________ 

 

5. How would you describe your gender? (Please circle) 

 

Feminine  Masculine  Androgynous  Butch 

 Femme 

Genderqueer  Unspecified  Unsure   Other (please specify) 

____________ 

 

6. How would you describe your sexual identity? (Please circle) 
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Gay   Lesbian     Bisexual     Queer     Unsure Other (please specify)  

 

7. Are you out to your family/primary carers?   � Yes   � No 

If yes, are you family/primary carers ok with your gender/sexual identity?  

 �Yes       � No 

If yes, how supportive are they.   

� Very supportive   � Moderately supportive  � They only just tolerate it. 

 

8. Are you out to your friends?  �Yes   � No 

If yes, are you friends ok with your gender/sexual identity?   �Yes   � 

No 

If yes, how supportive are they.  

� Very supportive   � Moderately supportive  � They only just tolerate it. 

 

9. How do you usually find out about what’s going on in LGBTIQ communities 

around Brisbane? (Please tick all relevant) 

� Street press  / magazines   � Friends / word of mouth   � 

Queer radio 

� Online / social networking sites  � Poster advertising 

� Through services eg: Open Doors  � Other (please specify) 

____________________________ 

 

10. Do you feel like you belong to an LGBTIQ community?   � Yes  � 

No 

 

11. What other communities do you feel you belong to? 

 

 

12. Do you have friends who identify as LGBTIQ?  � Yes  � 

No 

 

If yes, what kind of activities do you do for fun with your LGBTIQ friends? 
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13. In what ways do you socially participate in LGBTIQ culture? (Please tick all 

that are relevant) 

� Through Open Doors     � Attending Pride 

� Going to LGBTIQ specific parties  � Attending LGBTIQ cultural events   

� University collectives    � Online social networking eg: facebook 

groups 

� Going to clubs/dance parties  � LGBTIQ sporting groups 

� Other (please) 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

14. Do you seek out TV shows, movies and/or music with LGBTIQ themes? � 

Yes  � No 

 

15. When you see other LGBTIQ people on TV or in movies do you feel like your 

lifestyle is being accurately represented?      

  � Yes  � No 

 

If no, can you tell me what makes it so different? 

 

 

 

 

 

16. Which of the following music genres do you like? (Please tick as many as you 

like) 

� Punk   � Hardcore  � Emo          � Metal 
 � Rock 

� Electro   � Pop   � Musical Theatre � Spoken Word
 � Opera 

� Indie/Alternative    � Folk   � Jazz   � Classical 
 � Country 

� Dance music  � World music  � Reggae/Dub� Hip Hop  � 
RnB  
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� Other (please specify) 
________________________________________________________________ 

17. Do you think there is any particular kind of music that is specifically 

associated with being LGBTI or Q?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 

 

If yes, can you say a bit more about this? 
 

 

 

 

18. Do you think there are certain expectations regarding how you should look, 

dress and/or behave if you’re LGBTI or Q?   � Yes  � No 

 

If yes, can you say a bit more about this? 
 
 

 

 

 

19. What is the best thing about being LGBTI or Q? 
 
 

 

 

 

20. What is the worst thing about being LBGTI or Q? 

 
 

 

 

 

21. How much do you feel you know about the follow topics? (Please circle) 

Sexual health and safe sex 

I know a lot  I know enough I know a little  I know very little 
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Drugs and alcohol (health risks, safe use and/or getting help)  

I know a lot  I know enough I know a little  I know very little 

 

Queer and queer-friendly Brisbane businesses 

I know a lot  I know enough I know a little  I know very little 

 

Youth organisations, services and queer spaces 

I know a lot  I know enough I know a little  I know very little 

 

Political activism (e.g. same-sex marriage rights, human rights) 

I know a lot  I know enough I know a little  I know very little 

 

Environmental concerns 

I know a lot  I know enough I know a little  I know very little 

 

Eating well, exercising and looking after your body 

I know a lot  I know enough I know a little  I know very little 

 

Bullying and what to do if someone is bullying you 

I know a lot  I know enough I know a little  I know very little 

 

Is there anything else you’d like to know more about? 

 

 

 

22. What do you think are the most important social justice issues that LGBTIQ 

people face? 
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Thank you for completing this survey, your opinions are very 

valuable. 

 

 

Now that you’re finished, please place this SURVEY in the  

BOX marked COMPLETED SURVEY 

 

 

If you would we willing to be apart of further research like this please put your 

name and email address on THIS FORM, separate it from the other pages and 

put it in the BOX marked  

FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

 

NAME _____________________________________________________ 

 

 

EMAIL _____________________________________________________ 


